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SEPTEMBER

The Next Big Idea in Faith-Based
Adult Activity Books!
yy Each detailed picture has 400–1000 dots,
challenging grown-ups as well as children
yy Margaret Feinberg’s coloring books have
sold over 200,000 copies!
yy Thoughtful devotions bring awareness
of God’s promises as you draw

I

n this age of creative fun for adults, “extreme” dot-to-dots are ready to
take the stage! You’ll be amazed by the intricate dot art in this unique
collection as you draw animals, trees, landscapes, and other beautiful
images that connect you to the blessings of our creator God. Accompanying each image is a short devotion filled with the wisdom and truth of
God’s Word.
Each piece of art in this book is made up of 400 to 1000 dots, providing
entertainment and artistic stimulation you’ve been looking for. And when
you’ve completed the pictures you can have fun coloring them, giving them
to friends, or sharing them on social media.
Take your creative pursuits to the next level as you draw these beautiful
images while being reminded of God’s amazing promises to you!

Connecting God’s
Promises Dot-to-Dot
Margaret Feinberg

9 78076 4 2 31 0 70

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 5, 2017
$12.99
978-0-7642-3107-0
trade paper
8½ x 11
48 pages
Case Quantity: 40
Category: GAMES & ACTIVITIES / Board Games
RELIGION / Christian Life / Devotional
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Margaret Feinberg was
named one of 50 women most
shaping the church by Christianity Today. Her books, including
The Sacred Echo, Wonderstruck, and Fight Back With
Joy, have sold nearly a million
copies and have received extensive media coverage. Margaret
and her husband, Leif, live in
the western mountains with an adorable superpup
named Hershey.

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Pocketful of Promises
978-0-7642-3015-8
Promises of Blessing
978-0-7642-1946-7
Promises of Joy
978-0-7642-1945-0

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

DECEMBER

EXCERPT
The ancient world was hell on
earth. Poverty, sickness, premature death, domestic violence,
economic injustice, slavery, and
political corruption were the givens
of life. Absent were any ideas of
justice, equality, mercy, democracy,
education, and protection of the
weak and marginalized—until Jesus
came to this earth. What brought an
end to slavery? What elevated women
to equal status with men? What
force in society called for universal
education and literacy? The evidence
is overpowering that the teachings
of Jesus utterly transformed not only
lives, but the way of life, throughout
the world. Without Christianity there
would be no Magna Carta, no Bill of
Rights, no William Wilberforce, no
Winston Churchill, no Mother Teresa,
and no “Amazing Grace.” It might still
be perfectly acceptable for a man to tell
his pregnant wife to keep the child if a
boy but not if a girl.
You’ve probably heard the saying
“You might get what you want, but you
might not want what you get.” More
and more people want Christianity to go
away. They say it has no place in modern
life. Yet even the prominent atheist
Richard Dawkins, in a 2010 interview
with The Times of London, remarked, “I
have mixed feelings about the decline of
Christianity, in so far as Christianity might
be a bulwark against something worse.”

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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A Stirring Account of
Christianity’s Power for Good
yy Reveals how vital Christianity and the Bible are in these
uncertain times
yy Biblical scholar Jeremiah
Johnston is an up-andcoming voice for the church
and frequent guest on
major media
yy Author will embark on a
50-state #Unimaginable
speaking tour in partnership with the Museum of
the Bible

I

n a day when Christians are often attacked for their beliefs, professor and speaker
Jeremiah Johnston offers an inspiring look at the positive influence of Christianity,
both historically and today. In Unimaginable, you’ll discover the far-reaching ways that
Christianity is good for the world—and has been since the first century AD—including:
• How the plights of women and children in society were forever changed by Jesus
• Why democracy and our education and legal systems owe much to Christianity
• How early believers demonstrated the inherent value of human life by caring for the
sick, handicapped, and dying
• How Christians today are extending God’s kingdom through charities, social justice
efforts, and other profound ways
Like It’s a Wonderful Life, the classic film that showed George Bailey how different
Bedford Falls would be without his presence, Unimaginable guides readers through the
halls of history to see how Jesus’ teachings dramatically changed the world and continue to
be the most powerful force for good today. This provocative and enlightening book is sure to
encourage believers and challenge doubters.

Unimaginable
Jeremiah J. Johnston

9 780764 230 8 13

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: December 19, 2017
$19.99
978-0-7642-3081-3
hardcover
6x9
256 pages
Case Quantity: 20
Category: RELIGION / Christianity / General
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9960-5

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jeremiah J. Johnston, is a
New Testament scholar and
frequent contributor to national
publications and shows, including USA Today, Relevant, The
Christian Post, Fox News, and
In the Market with Janet Parshall. A sought-after speaker
by universities and churches of
various denominations, Johnston ministers internationally in partnership with the
Museum of the Bible and is president of the Christian
Thinkers Society, a resident institute at Houston Baptist University, where he serves as professor of early
Christianity. He is the author of Unanswered: Lasting
Truth for Trending Questions and has developed and
taught Bible study video series with LifeWay Church
Resources. Johnston and his family live in Houston.

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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JANUARY

Relax and Create While Being
Filled with God’s Joy!
yy Beautiful, intricate illustrations
yy Inspiring verses blend organically into the pages
yy High-end paper makes for a great coloring
experience

W

e have a God-given drive to create. Adding our own touches of
beauty to the world is a fun and fulfilling part of being children of
our creator God.
Images of Joy is a beautiful and playful book that blends hand-drawn
illustrations with the rich words of Scripture. Each page is a source of inspiration, a gentle tonic for the busyness and complexity of our hectic lives.
Incorporated into each design is a delicate, hand-lettered Bible verse or
quote from a hymn that focuses on the joy God provides in our lives, giving
you the opportunity to meditate on his wonders as you color.
Grab your colored pencils, crayons, or markers and set yourself free
to create. And when you’re done, inspire others by giving away your art
or posting it to social media. But most important: Relax, have fun, and
remember God loves you more than you can even imagine.

Images of Joy
Jacqui Grace

9 780764 230967

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 2
$14.99
978-0-7642-3096-7

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jacqui Grace is a professional artist and designer who has
created illustrated books such
as Images of Grace, greeting
cards, gift wrap, and more.
Jacqui lives in England with her
husband and children.

trade paper
9¾ x 9¾
80 pages
Case Quantity: 24

ALSO AVAILABLE
Words of Grace
978-0-7642-3013-4
Images of Hope
978-0-7642-1950-4
Images of Grace
978-0-7642-1883-5

Category: GAMES & ACTIVITIES / Board Games
RELIGION / Christian Life / Devotional
Rights: Cannot export to the UK (Just Cards
Publishing)

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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JANUARY

Rest in God’s Blessings as You Color
yy Combines the encouraging words of author’s
successful blessings books with coloring pages
yy Susie is the host of a popular daily radio
program
yy Susie speaks regularly at large conferences
and women’s retreats nationwide

T

his beautiful coloring book is for readers who want to unwind with a
reminder of God’s love and purpose for them. We often live our lives
worried about to-do lists and responsibilities, forgetting how God feels
about us and who we are in him. Because of this struggle, author Susie
Larson began posting nightly blessings on Facebook to encourage her fans
and friends, and since then, thousands have responded and forwarded the
blessings along to others.
The lefthand pages of this book contain a blessing packed with biblical
promises as well as a related Scripture to point you back to God’s timeless
truth. The righthand pages contain beautiful, intricate illustrations for you
to color that bring God’s wonders into focus.
Read, rest, and create as you soak in the wonder of God’s love for you.

Bountiful Blessings
Susie Larson

9 780764 230233

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 2
$9.99
978-0-7642-3023-3
trade paper
5¼ x 8¼
96 pages
Case Quantity: 60
Category: GAMES & ACTIVITIES / Board Games
RELIGION / Christian Life / Devotional
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Susie Larson is a radio host,
author, and national speaker.
She hosts her own daily live
talk show, Live the Promise
with Susie Larson, which airs
across the upper Midwest
and in several other locations
around the country. Susie is the
author of 12 books, including
© Jenny Bedard Photography
Your Beautiful Purpose and
Blessings for the Morning. Susie and her husband,
Kevin, have three adult sons and live near Minneapolis, Minnesota. Learn more at www.susielarson.com.

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Blessings for the Evening
978-0-7642-1163-8
Blessings for the Morning
978-0-7642-1293-2
Blessings for Women
978-0-7642-1842-2

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

FEBRUARY

How Women Can Live with Boldness
and Confidence Every Day
yy Author is an award-winning writer and
popular columnist
yy Includes an interactive journaling component
and thought-provoking study questions for
personal or group use
yy Empowers women as mothers, wives, friends,
and coworkers to step out into faithful,
confident living

E

very woman knows it’s easy to lose sight of the heavenly power of God
at work in our lives during times of hardship, exhaustion, stress, and
change. But no matter the situation—whether it’s our health, marriage, finances, family, or vocation—God has equipped all women with the power
and influence to live freely and confidently.
With warmth and a welcoming style, speaker and award-winning writer
LaTan Roland Murphy illuminates eleven courageous women in the Bible
and shows how each was uniquely positioned for success because of her
courageous choices. From Deborah to Jael to Mary, Murphy shows that
these women chose to draw near to God; as a result, they were equipped
with power for the supernatural ability to live courageous lives despite
often undesirable circumstances. These stories will inspire women of all
ages to trust God, minister to others, and live confidently and courageously
no matter the season of life or what lies ahead.

Courageous Women
of the Bible
LaTan Roland Murphy
9 780764 230 5 23

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 20
$13.99
978-0-7642-3052-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Women’s Issues
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
LaTan Roland Murphy is
an award-winning author and
speaker. Her writing is featured
each quarter in WHOAwomen
magazine (see: whoawomen.
com). She has also been published in the Girlfriends in God
devotional on Crosswalk.com
and on the Inspire a Fire blog.
She is the author of Becoming
a Woman of Elegance and coauthor of God’s Provision
in Tough Times. LaTan is the founder of The Colors of
His Love Women’s Conference and is a popular retreat and conference speaker. LaTan and her husband,
Joe, have three adult children and one delightful
granddaughter. They live in Raleigh, North Carolina.
Please visit her website at www.latanmurphy.com.

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Make the Most of Your Time
with Your Children
yy Author’s “936 Pennies” blog post was viewed
over 1 million times
yy Post was blogged about and linked to by
more than 40 other bloggers
yy 936-penny jars have become a popular gift at
baby showers, baby dedications, and baptisms
across the country

O

n the day of their baby dedication, Eryn and her husband were given
a jar of 936 pennies. The jar contained a penny for every week they
would raise their child until graduation, and they were instructed to
remove one penny each Sunday as a reminder, placing it into another jar as
an “investment.”
At some point every parent realizes time is moving swiftly, and they ask
themselves, How am I investing in my child? Through personal stories and
biblical examples, 936 Pennies will help you discover how to capture time
and use it to its fullest potential, replacing guilt and regrets with freedom.
Meanwhile, your kids will see how simple choices, like putting the cell
phone down and going on a family hike, will make all the difference.
Together you will “stretch” time and make it richer.
Craft a family legacy in tune with God’s heartbeat as you capture a new
vision for your children and learn the best ways to spend your pennies.

936 Pennies
Eryn Lynum

9 780764 219 7 88

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 6
$14.99
978-0-7642-1978-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
240 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Eryn Lynum owns her own
web design and marketing
business where she manages
the online marketing and social
media platforms for several
companies. She also works
with a writing organization
that helps authors market their
books and writing. Eryn lives
with her husband and three
boys in Loveland, Colorado. Learn more at www.
erynlynum.com.

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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LAUNCH PLAN FOR THE ART
OF PARENTING CURRICULUM
The Art of Parenting will be
supported by video curriculum
that is being created and launched
by FamilyLife. This launch of the
curriculum will include:
yyPromotion through FamilyLife Today,
FamilyLife’s daily radio broadcast with
estimated audience of 1,000,000+
yyPromotion at FamilyLife’s Weekend to
Remember with yearly attendance of
50,000+ participants
yyPromotion through FamilyLife constituents with email reach of 250,000+
yySocial media promotion to
FamilyLife’s 400,000+ followers
yyDigital and print promotion through
various media buys
Speakers on the video curriculum include:
Phil Vischer
Kevin DeYoung
Alex Kendrick
Stephen Kendrick
Alistair Begg
Tim and Darcy Kimmel
Elyse Fitzpatrick
Eric and Erikah Rivera
Jeff Louis
Fred and Nancy Mok
Bryan and Korie Loritts
Susan Yates
Dr. Harold Davis
Dave and Ann Wilson
Dr. Meg Meeker
Jessica Thompson
Danny Huerta

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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FEBRUARY

From Marriage and Family Experts
Dennis and Barbara Rainey
yy Authors are founders of
FamilyLife
yy FamilyLife radio programs
engage more than 9.1
million listeners every day
yy Over 70,000 people attend
FamilyLife events every year
yy Suitable for small groups,
Sunday school classes, and
individual study
yy Supported by comprehensive video curriculum
developed by the Raineys
and FamilyLife

D

ennis and Barbara Rainey have spent decades helping families find biblical help to
strengthen and transform family relationships. Through radio broadcasts, conferences,
and other events, they have been teaching on the foundations necessary for building godly
families. Now they bring insights and expertise gleaned from those years of ministry, as
well as from their own personal experience of raising six children, to The Art of Parenting.
Expanding on parenting themes shared with FamilyLife audiences in person and on the
radio, Dennis and Barbara offer trusted advice on how to establish Christian values in your
home.
In The Art of Parenting, Dennis and Barbara will help you to experience God’s truth and
apply his Word in your family by focusing your attention on four crucial elements in your
children’s lives:
1. Identity—understanding who they are in Christ
2. Character—learning to live wisely and honorably
3. Relationships—fostering godly connections with others
4. Mission—understanding why they are here
When you apply biblical truths in these four areas, you can feel confident your children
will have a foundation they can build upon for the rest of their lives.

The Art of Parenting
Dennis and Barbara Rainey

9 780764 219 6 41

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 6
$19.99
978-0-7642-1964-1
hardcover
6x9
224 pages
Case Quantity: 24
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9963-6

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Dennis and Barbara Rainey
are founders of the Cru ministry
FamilyLife, where Dennis is
president and CEO and also
hosts the daily radio program
FamilyLife Today. Barbara
created Ever Thine Home, a collection of decorative products
women can use to make their
homes a witness for their faith.
The couple hosts Weekend to Remember conferences
around the world and have authored more than two
dozen books, including the bestselling Moments
Together for Couples. The Raineys have been married
for more than forty years and live near Little Rock,
Arkansas. Learn more at www.familylifetoday.com
and www.everthinehome.com.
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FEBRUARY

Community Is the Surprising Solution
to Your Self-Help Needs
yy Shows readers how to apply the Bible’s
teaching on community to today’s world
yy Author is lead pastor of one of the fastestgrowing churches in America, according to
Outreach magazine
yy Foreword by Kyle Idleman and endorsements by
Francis Chan, Craig Groeschel, and Jud Wilhite

E

xercise. Eat right. Share your faith. Produce fruit for God. Oh, and try to
relax. Ever feel like trying to succeed is all about you? Or that trying to
“die to yourself” only makes you more self-focused?
The Bible certainly has a lot to say about “me,” but it has much more to
say about “we.” In fact, there are over 100 passages in the Bible where the
two words “let us” are used. Let us not give up meeting together . . . let
us encourage one another . . . let us serve one another. Could it be that the
only way to fix “me” is found in “we”?
In Better Together, pastor Rusty George teaches how to satisfy your
deepest needs through the power of “us.” Together we connect with God
better. Together we heal better. Together we overcome fears, raise families, fight temptations, and bless the world around us better. Learn how to
live in true community to find the fulfillment you’ve been looking for.

Better Together
Rusty George

9 780764 230 7 90
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$14.99
978-0-7642-3079-0
trade paper
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Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rusty George is the lead
pastor of Real Life Church (RLC)
in Valencia, California. Over his
11 years at RLC, the church has
grown to over 6,000 people and
three campuses. Rusty speaks
regularly at conferences across
the country, and he lives with
his wife and two daughters in
Santa Clarita, California.
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Daily Inspiration and Wisdom
for Blended Families
yy Ron Deal’s Smart Stepfamily products have
sold nearly 200,000 copies
yy Designed just for blended families, these 365
selections will give readers inspiration as well
as practical ways to strengthen their marriage
and parenting
yy Ron Deal is the director of FamilyLife Blended
and one of the nation’s leading experts on
Christian stepfamilies

G

ot a minute? Then you have time for a daily dose of encouragement
and wisdom for your stepfamily journey. These 365 short and sweet
thoughts will keep your family blending and bonding throughout the year.
Topics include parenting and stepparenting, strengthening your marriage,
grief in the stepfamily, bonding with children, co-parenting with exes,
practical wisdom for bringing family members together, and inspirational
stories to lift your spirits and keep you stepping in the right direction. This
book also addresses special days like Mother’s Day and holidays.
Each daily dose of encouragement is followed by a discussion question
for couples or a Scripture passage to meditate on. Sharing these readings
with your kids will spark valuable conversations that strengthen family
understanding and closeness.

Daily Encouragement for
the Smart Stepfamily
Ron L. Deal
with Dianne Neal Matthews
9 780764 230479

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 6
$16.99
978-0-7642-3047-9
trade paper
6x9
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ron L. Deal is founder of
Smart Stepfamilies™, Director
of FamilyLife Blended, the
author of The Smart Stepfamily, The Smart Stepdad, and
Dating and the Single Parent,
and coauthor of The Smart
Stepmom and The Smart
Stepfamily Marriage. Ron is a
licensed marriage and family
therapist who frequently appears in the national
media, including FamilyLife Today, Focus on the
Family, and The 700 Club. Ron and his wife, Nan, and
their sons live in Little Rock, Arkansas. Learn more at
www.rondeal.org.
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A Fresh, Down-to-Earth Look
on Living and Loving Well
yy Author is a popular blogger and author
yy Packed with engaging stories, real-life ideas,
reflection questions, and practical tips
yy Helps readers see beyond their own busy lives
to love others in meaningful, everyday ways

I

f asked, most of us want to make a difference, to live and love generously. But we get caught in the crazy rush of household routines, work
demands, cranky attitudes, difficult people, exhaustion, worry, and pride,
and once again we fail to love the people around us at all—let alone well.
We too easily default to focusing more on self than on others, on receiving
more than giving, in ways we don’t even recognize. We dream of reaching
out. We just . . . forget. Or don’t have the energy.
Using relatable stories, discussion questions, and careful application of
God’s Word, author and speaker Becky Kopitzke gives you the inspiration
and practical tips and ideas you need to see the opportunities around you,
to reach out, to live generously, and to love others bravely and selflessly. To
bless and be blessed is to actualize the joy of Christ—and to propel love
forward.

Love Forward
Becky Kopitzke

9 780764 230530

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: April 3
$14.99
978-0-7642-3053-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32
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RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Becky Kopitzke is a writer,
blogger, and speaker and leads
Bible studies at Appleton
Alliance Church. On her popular
blog at beckykopitzke.com, she
offers weekly encouragement
for fellow imperfect women,
encouraging them to point
weaknesses, blessings, and
victories to God. She also
contributes regularly to The Bible Mom, For the
Family, and The MOM Initiative. Becky is the author
of The SuperMom Myth: Conquering the Dirty Villains
of Motherhood. She and her husband, Chad, and their
two young daughters live in Neenah, Wisconsin.
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Everything a Teen Guy Needs to Know to Be Cool,
Collected, and Competent—Now in Spanish
yy 100 step-by-step instructions on everything
from how to grill a steak to how to change the
oil on your car

SPANISH
ED.

yy Author speaks regularly to public and private
school educators and students, and his One
Million Men in the Making mentoring clubs
are active in schools across the US
yy English edition has sold over 80,000 copies

T

here’s a lot a guy needs to know. And a lot of it, he wouldn’t necessarily want to have to ask about. For all the guys out there who want
to have it all together, Jonathan Catherman offers this collection of one
hundred step-by-step instructions on almost everything a guy needs to
know, including how to

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

plan a date
write a résumé
clean a bathroom
throw a football

behave during a traffic stop
tie a tie
grill a steak
find a stud in a wall

In fact, if it’s an important skill or character trait practiced by capable
and confident men, it’s in this book. With fun accompanying illustrations,
this all-in-one reference tool for young men in the making is the perfect
gift for birthdays, graduations, or any occasion. The Manual to Manhood is
now in Spanish.

Guía práctica para la
masculinidad
Jonathan Catherman
9 780800 729837

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 3, 2017
$14.99
978-0-8007-2983-7
trade paper
6x9
288 pages
Case Quantity: 44
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Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jonathan Catherman is the
author of the bestselling The
Manual to Manhood and The
Manual to Middle School, and
is a leading education trainer
specializing in the character
and leadership development
of youth. An award-winning
cultural strategist, Jonathan
speaks worldwide about the
principles and strengths that empower greatness in
children, teens, and young adults. As both a parent
and a professional, Jonathan is committed to assisting young men in the making to experience success
and significance as they mature into manhood and
lifelong leadership.
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Stories and Lessons from John Wooden’s
Summer Basketball Camps
yy Offers an inside look at Coach Wooden’s lifechanging impact on thousands of young people
yy Williams’s previous books on John Wooden
have sold over 80,000 copies
yy Outlines six fundamental life lessons Wooden
taught at his youth basketball camps
yy Foreword by Nan Wooden

L

egendary UCLA basketball coach John Wooden is known for his
record-breaking run of NCAA championships and for working with some
of the best players in the sport. His principles for success have been used
by not only coaches and athletes, but also business leaders, entrepreneurs,
and others. But his reach stretches even farther than most people know—
into the hearts and lives of the people who learned the game of basketball
on one of Coach Wooden’s forgotten teams.
For nearly twenty years, John Wooden ran scores of summer youth
basketball camps in California and other states, imparting wisdom and
teaching skills to thousands of boys and girls between the ages of eight
and fifteen. Most would not grow up to play professional or even college
ball, but all of them found their lives changed by their interaction with
the greatest coach who ever lived. In those camps, Coach Wooden also
impacted hundreds of camp counselors and assistant coaches. This one-ofa-kind new book shares their inspiring stories and six fundamental lessons
for a life of success and an unforgettable impact on others.

Coach Wooden’s
Forgotten Teams
Pat Williams with Jim Denney
9 780800 728458

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 20
$16.99
978-0-8007-2699-7
hardcover
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 40
Category: SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Success
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Sports
SELF-HELP / Motivational & Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Pat Williams is senior vice
president of the NBA’s Orlando
Magic. He has more than 50
years of professional sports
experience, has written more
than 100 books, including the
popular Coach Wooden, Coach
Wooden’s Greatest Secret, and
The Success Intersection and is
one of America’s most soughtafter motivational speakers. He lives in Florida.
Find out more at www.patwilliams.com.
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books with Pat Williams, including Coach Wooden,
Coach Wooden’s Greatest Secret, and The Success
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FEBRUARY

EXCERPT
I can’t recall the first time I tried
green beans, but I do know that I
have decided to hate them forever.
Sure, they smell like feet, but the
unappealing aroma has very little to
do with my aversion. I hate green
beans because my mom made me eat
them to lose weight.
Once I hit puberty, I pretty much
lived in the curvy category of life. I
was the epitome of a boisterous lyric
by Sir Mix-A-Lot and oddly unfazed
by this fact. This puzzled my tall, thin
mother. Why would anyone embrace a
figure who wasn’t exactly like Twiggy
from the sixties?
If there’s one thing I’ve learned
over the years, it’s this: the majority of
women on the planet struggle with a
variety of insecurities.
Our skinny jeans deceive us.
Our grandmother’s cold cream
regimen haunts us.
Our Facebook feeds taunt us with
images of everyone else’s picture-perfect lives.
I wrote this book to encourage
women everywhere to embrace the days
when we aren’t feeling like our best
selves. It’s for everyone who has tried
the latest fad diet or online dating app
and failed. Again. It’s for those of us who
scour the internet looking for ways to
reduce stress only to roll our eyes when
we discover that step one is always the
same: cut out the caffeine.
As if that’s going to happen.
We all long for someone who’s been
there to walk alongside us through life’s
difficulties. Whether it’s maneuvering the
muffin top, navigating the sketchy waters
of singleness, or walking the judgmental
halls of the workplace, these stories are
my way of sharing certain truths I have
learned along the way and somehow found
incredibly helpful.
Yoga pants are your friend, Jesus sees
you, and green bean diets are never the
answer.
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“Honest . . . hilarious . . . refreshing . . .
Lincee is the best friend you wish you had.”
—Melanie Shankle, author of the Big Mama blog
yy Friend-to-friend confessions
that help women face life
with laughter, honesty, and
strength
yy Ray is a popular entertainment writer and blogger for
Entertainment Weekly, the
Associated Press, Huffington
Post, MSN.com, CBS, and
ABCNews.com

I

f there is one thing Lincee Ray has learned over the years, it’s that the majority of women
on the planet struggle with insecurities. Our skinny jeans mock us. Our just-trying-to-help
mothers are just driving us crazy. Our social media feeds taunt us with everyone else’s
picture-perfect lives. It’s enough to send you on a gummy-bear bender while binge-watching
Friends reruns and not showering for a week. Lincee knows. She’s been there. Right there,
in fact. Gummy bears and all.
For every woman who’s ever wondered if she’s unlovable, uninteresting, or unattractive,
Lincee offers her particular brand of hilarious (and hard-hitting) self-reflection. Like a true
friend, she shows us that the fastest way to happiness is to embrace ourselves in all our
imperfection, trust that God knew what he was doing when he made us, and maybe go buy
a new tube of mascara. Walk alongside Lincee as she discovers that her identity is not found
in her job, her relationship status, her bank account, or her social circle. It’s found in Christ.

Why I Hate Green Beans
Lincee Ray

9 780800 728 4 58

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 6
$14.99
978-0-8007-2845-8
trade paper
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Case Quantity: 60
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Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lincee Ray is an accidental
blogging superstar who now
writes for Entertainment Weekly
and the Associated Press. An
active speaker, she can be
found at her popular website
www.ihategreenbeans.com,
where she makes it clear that
she believes it’s important
to tell your story—even if it
makes you seem a little crazy. She lives in Texas.
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JANUARY

EXCERPT
The men who chased us began
saying aloud their plans for us—
how they wanted to have their way
with us and then hang us. I had
never felt that kind of fear before. It
nested in the lining of my stomach,
moving upward into my throat. I had
an urge to call out for help but who
would save me? There was no one
there who cared about me. Mom and
I were alone.
“Take these keys,” Mom said in a
commanding voice, “you get to the car
and leave me here.”
“No, Mom, no!” For the first time
in my life, I felt the burn of her hand as
she slapped me on my cheek. I didn’t
know how to disobey her but I wasn’t
going to leave her there. I was a few
feet in front of her. Circling back to grab
her arm, I couldn’t let her go. She must
have been getting tired because she
was slowing down. I was pulling her
and running as fast as I could.
Just then a man grabbed the back of
her suit jacket to pull her back. Holding
onto her briefcase with one hand, she
wiggled out of the jacket. I knew we
were going to die, right there together
if I didn’t do something. But what? We
were only steps ahead of the men—just
steps. I recalled Grandmother’s words,
“God is as close to you as your skin. You
have but to ask and he will reach out to
help you.” I began to repeat aloud the
words of the Lord’s Prayer and the 23rd
Psalm.
Down on the unpaved path in front of
us were dead tree branches which mother
and I went around. The men directly
behind us did not see the branches, they
tumbled over each other. “Please, God,
please,” I whispered. Their fall gave us the
few seconds we needed to get to the car.
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Lessons in Unshakeable Faith from
One of the Little Rock Nine
yy Melba Pattillo Beals was one
of nine African American
students chosen to integrate Little Rock’s all-white
Central High School in 1957
yy Dr. Beals has received one
hundred awards for bravery, including the country’s
highest honor, the Congressional Gold Medal
yy Beals previous book,
Warriors Don’t Cry, has sold
more than 1 million copies
yy Her interview with the Little
Rock Nine on Oprah is listed
as one of the top 15 in the
show’s 25-year history

I

n 1957, Melba Beals was one of the nine African American students chosen to integrate
Central High School in Little Rock, Arkansas. But her story of overcoming didn’t start—or
end—there. While her white schoolmates were planning their senior prom, Melba was
facing the business end of a double-barreled shotgun, being threatened with lynching by
rope-carrying tormentors, and learning how to outrun white supremacists who were ready
to kill her rather than sit beside her in a classroom. Only her faith in God sustained her
during her darkest days and helped her become a civil rights warrior, an NBC television
news reporter, a magazine writer, a professor, a wife, and a mother.
In I Will Not Fear, Beals takes readers on an unforgettable journey through terror,
oppression, and persecution, highlighting the kind of faith needed to survive in a world full
of heartbreak and anger. She shows how the deep faith we develop during our most difficult
moments is the kind of faith that can change our families, our communities, and even the
world. Encouraging and inspiring, Beals’s story offers readers hope that faith is the solution
to the pervasive hopelessness of our current culture.

I Will Not Fear
Melba Pattillo Beals

9 780800 729431

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 16
$16.99
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hardcover
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Melba Pattillo Beals is
a recipient of this country’s
highest honor, the Congressional Gold Medal, for her role, as
a 15-year-old, in the integration of Central High school in
Little Rock, Arkansas. A retired
university professor with a
doctorate in International
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Multicultural Education, she is
a former KQED television broadcaster, NBC television
news reporter, ABC radio talk show host, and writer
for various magazines, including Family Circle and
People. Beals’s Warriors Don’t Cry has been in print
for more than 20 years, has sold more than 1 million
copies, and was the winner of the American Library
Association Award, the Robert F. Kennedy Book
Award, and the American Booksellers’ Association
Award. She lives in San Francisco and is the mother
of three adult children.
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Engaging and Encouraging Answers to
Life’s Most Important Questions
yy John Mason’s Revell titles have sold more than
300,000 copies
yy Easy-to-access inspiration to help readers
succeed in life
yy An engaging new format that encourages
readers to ask the right questions to find
answers for success and happiness

S

ometimes, life isn’t going the way we want it to because we’re simply
not asking the right questions. Our focus is on our circumstances or our
problems. We’re asking why me? when we should be asking what next?
With his signature infectious positive energy, John Mason offers readers looking for direction this simple yet powerful message of encouragement and hope—you can seize today and uncover a brighter tomorrow. For
anyone who feels stuck, who yearns for a change but isn’t sure just how
to pursue it, Mason shows that the most powerful tool we have is asking
ourselves the right questions to get the right answers. These bite-sized
readings are perfect for busy professionals, overworked moms, entrepreneurs, and anyone looking for an uplifting boost.

Seize Today
John Mason

9 780800 727178

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 20
$12.99
978-0-8007-2717-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
176 pages
Case Quantity: 72
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
SELF-HELP / Motivational & Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John Mason is a minister, a
speaker, and the bestselling
author of many books, including
An Enemy Called Average,
You Can Do It—Even if Others
Say You Can’t, You Can Be
Your Best—Starting Today,
and Never Give Up—You’re
Stronger Than You Think. He
is the founder and president
of Insight International and Insight Publishing Group,
organizations dedicated to helping people reach their
God-given dreams. He lives in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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Medical Research Shows We Have
Hope for Defeating Dementia
yy Dr. Furman spent more than 30 years as a vascular surgeon treating the effects of artery disease
yy The CDC estimates that up to 5.3 million Americans currently have Alzheimer’s disease; by 2050,
that number is expected to more than double
yy Based on solid medical research, this book
demonstrates how three lifestyle changes
can dramatically reduce the likelihood of
developing dementia

D

ementia. It’s one of the most dreaded conditions we face as we age.
Many people claim they would rather be diagnosed with cancer than
dementia or Alzheimer’s. What many don’t realize is that dementia is not a
forgone conclusion as we get older. Our own lifestyle choices and habits can
have a significant impact—for good or ill—on our chances of developing the
disease. And that means there’s hope.
Drawing from the latest medical research, Dr. Richard Furman helps
readers understand dementia and Alzheimer’s and shows them how to make
three powerful lifestyle changes that can help decrease the probability of
developing this disease. He explains how eating the right foods, exercising,
and sustaining an ideal weight can dramatically reduce the likelihood of
developing dementia in the first place, and even how it can slow the progression of the disease in someone who has already received a diagnosis.

Defeating Dementia
Richard Furman, MD, FACS

9 780800 728045

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 6
$24.99
978-0-8007-2804-5
hardcover
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Case Quantity: 36
Category: HEALTH & FITNESS / Healthy Living
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Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Richard Furman, MD, FACS,
spent more than thirty years
as a vascular surgeon. The
author of Prescription for Life
and Your Cholesterol Matters,
Furman is past president of the
North Carolina Chapter of the
American College of Surgeons,
past president of the North
Carolina Surgical Society, and
a two-term governor of the American College of Surgeons. He is cofounder of World Medical Mission, the
medical arm of Samaritan’s Purse, and is a member
of the board of Samaritan’s Purse. He lives in Boone,
North Carolina.
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Hope, Help, and a Way Forward
after Sexual Betrayal
yy Dr. Keffer writes from both personal and
professional experience
yy Author is a cohost of the nationally syndicated
talk show New Life Live, with an audience of
over 2 million
yy Tens of millions of relationships in the United
States are impacted by sexual addiction, pornography, and extramarital affairs

N

othing destroys trust like sexual betrayal. Beyond broken vows, a
woman who discovers that her husband has been viewing pornography
or having an affair must deal with devastating blows to her self-image and
self-worth. She must grapple with the fact that the man she thought she
knew has lied and deceived her. She may even bear the brunt of shame and
judgment when the people around her find out.
Drawing from her experience both as a marriage and family therapist and
a woman who personally experienced the devastation of sexual betrayal, Dr.
Sheri Keffer walks women impacted by betrayal through the pain and toward
recovery. She explains how the trauma of betrayal affects our minds, bodies,
spirits, and sexuality. She offers practical tools for dealing with emotional
triggers and helps women understand the realities of sexual addiction. And
she shows women how to practice self-care, develop healthy boundaries,
protect themselves from abuse or manipulation, and find freedom from the
burden of shame and guilt.

Healing the Wounds of
Sexual Betrayal
Dr. Sheri Keffer
9 780800 729127

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 6
$19.99
978-0-8007-2912-7
hardcover
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Case Quantity: 20
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Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr. Sheri Keffer is the cohost
of the nationally syndicated
Christian talk show New Life
Live, with an audience of more
than two million people each
week. For nearly 20 years, she’s
been in private practice as a
marriage and family therapist in
Newport Beach, California, and
is a Certified Clinical Partner
Specialist (CCPS) and Certified Sex Addiction Therapist (CSAT). She is the creator and keynote leader
of Women in the Battle seminars for women who’ve
experienced betrayal, and she holds a doctorate in
marriage and family therapy and a master’s degree in
theology, both from Fuller Theological Seminary.
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Guides Women Out of Fear and Anxiety
into Freedom and Peace
yy Furlough relates to women battling the cycle
of fear by sharing biblical truths and her own
personal journey
yy Helps women find peace for their anxious hearts
yy Provides inspiration for boldly claiming God’s
power over the cycle of fear in a woman’s life

I

t seems there is more to fear now than ever, but fear and anxiety are
nothing new to human beings—or to God. The Bible calls us to not be
afraid on many occasions, and of course we all want to live without fear.
But just how is that accomplished when every news item seems designed
to get us wringing our hands?
Using her own story as a catalyst, Maria Furlough shows readers how
to overcome fear for good. She calls readers to make a list of their fears, to
choose to bring those fears to God rather than acting on them, and to trust
God with the future. She shows how when we give God full control over
our lives, choosing his sovereignty over our own ability, we can break the
cycle of fear, grow through suffering, and trust God to fulfill his promises of
protection and peace.
Anyone who is filled with anxiety over their personal circumstances, the
state of the world today, or even their fear-clogged social media feeds will
welcome this hands-on journey from fear to freedom.

Breaking the Fear Cycle
Maria Furlough

9 780800 729196

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 6
$13.99
978-0-8007-2919-6

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Maria Furlough is a wife, a
mother of five, and the head of
women’s ministry at Lake Forest
Church in Huntersville, North
Carolina. She has been writing
and teaching Bible studies for
14 years and currently writes
on the blog True Worth at
www.mytrueworth.org.
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APRIL

EXCERPT
Jesus is our ultimate Adamant.
He is the unmovable, indestructible
stone in which we live and move.
He is the mountain we run to. You
were made for this mountain. It is
time to go higher and draw nearer.
For he knows who we are even when
we have forgotten. He knows from
whence we have come and to where
we will return. He knows we are spiritquickened dust twirling and dancing
in the vapor of time. The pinnacle of
God sees beyond our bodily forms.
Because he is higher, he sees deeper.
He sees his own breath within us.
Love. Life. Light.
As image bearers of the Most High
God we are destined for eternal realms
rather than the distractions of cheap
trinkets and idol gods. Confusion muddies the water when we argue about
questions for which we were already
given answers long ago. It is time to
turn and return.
Come to the holy mount of God. Ascend, both the brave and the trembling.
For this mountain will give you courage.
Do not dare to draw back. Lift your eyes
until its heights make you dizzy. The
faint of heart and weak of limb will be
strengthened in the ascent. For each
trail was fashioned by your Creator, the
pathways designed to humble the high
and lift the lowly.
Ascend the mountain and be transformed. Leave behind the valley of death
and indecision. Scale the lofty peaks of
truth and gain perspective. Run to the
shadow of the Almighty and leave behind
your shadowed realm.
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International Bible Teacher Issues a
Call to God’s Unshakeable Truth
yy Bevere’s authentic and
passionate style weaves
profound biblical truths
with practical application
yy Bevere spoke to more than
200,000 people in 2016, and
has a direct-to-reader reach
of more than 1.4 million
yy Without Rival is a New York
Times, USA Today, Publishers
Weekly, and #1 Christian
Book Association bestseller

B

y ancient definition, the adamant was known as both a diamond and a mythical stone of
indestructible wonder. In more modern terminology, it describes a posture of unshakeable resolve and determination. If there was ever a time for us to be adamant about love
and truth it is now. God is Love. God is Truth. Both love and truth are timeless, transcending
our current trends and opinions. Sometimes the most loving thing we will ever do is to
speak the truth, but speaking truth begins with living it.
Using the mediums of Scripture and story, New York Times bestselling author Lisa Bevere
takes readers on a journey into the Mountain of God, to the one place they can learn not
only to abide in God’s unshakeable truth and love, but become adamant—people who
are unmovable, determined, and steadfast. With conviction and passion, Lisa unpacks the
concept of the adamant for readers, linking together the grand story of Scripture and God’s
purpose in their lives. Readers will see that God’s plan is revealed as we dwell in him, it is
there that we are forged and shaped. As we abide in Christ our Cornerstone we are shaped
into the image of the adamant.

Adamant
Lisa Bevere
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and her husband, John Bevere,
cofounded Messenger International, an organization
committed to developing uncompromising followers
of Christ who transform their world. When not traveling the globe, you’ll find Lisa in Colorado with her four
sons, daughter-in-love, and grandchildren.
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When Shame and Failure Weigh Us Down,
We Need the Freedom to Begin Again
yy Tankersley encourages women to bravely let
go of the past and move forward into rest
yy Hope for those burdened by shame and failure
yy Foreword by New York Times bestselling
author Shauna Niequist

W

hat happens when life begins to trip us up and failure starts creeping in? Many of us just keep on doing the same thing, hoping for
different results. Some of us look for escape, to find a way out of the mess
we feel that we’ve created. But neither enduring nor escaping is ultimately
what we need.
The answer is to allow ourselves to begin again, every day, in every part
of our lives. Through engaging, lyrical prose, Leeana Tankersley shows
women how to forgive themselves, develop new and healthier patterns of
living, and do away with resentment and regret. Her life-giving words will
free women who are feeling stuck and allow them to clear out the debris
to make room for what God wants to do in their lives. To begin again is to
open the window, even a crack, to let the breeze of grace come in. It is a
call to stop running from our fears. To take one small step toward becoming the brave women we were made to be.

Begin Again
Leeana Tankersley
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English degrees from Liberty
University and West Virginia
University. Leeana’s writing has
been featured in The Huffington
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and aholyexperience.com.
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She is a regular contributor to
MOPS, both as a writer and speaker. Leeana speaks
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dormant. She and her husband, Steve, live in San
Diego, California, with their three kids. Learn more at
www.leeanatankersley.com.
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A Transformative Model for
Resolving Conflict  
yy Previous editions have sold more than half a
million copies

REPACK

yy David Augsburger is senior professor of pastoral care and counseling at Fuller Theological
Seminary and the author of more than20
books on relationships
yy An ordained Mennonite minister, Augsburger
leads workshops on conflict management

C

onflict simply is. Believing that we can somehow avoid it only damages our relationships. But when we learn to integrate our needs and
wants with those of others, conflict can be a catalyst in our relationships
for deeper loving care. Caring Enough to Confront is a classic in Christian
peacemaking. It teaches the reader how to build trust, cope with blame
and prejudice, and be honest about anger and frustration. David Augsburger challenges readers to keep in mind that the important issue is not what
the conflict is about but how the conflict is handled. He offers a constructive model for dealing with conflict that is guided by the Sermon on the
Mount to show Christians how to confront with compassion and resolve
issues in a healthy and healing way.  
Caring Enough to Confront gives readers the tools to make the most of
every conflict, whether in family, church, or work relationships.

Caring Enough
to Confront
David Augsburger
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David Augsburger is the author of more than 20 books on
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at seminaries in Chicago,
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Affordable, Fun, and Creative Ideas to Help Dads and
Daughters Build Strong Relationships and Lasting Memories
yy Creative, low-cost, fun dates for fathers to do
with their daughters

UPDATED

yy Includes updated websites, resources, movie
suggestions, and more
yy Offers conversation starter questions to equip
dads in connecting with their daughters on a
deeper level

W

ith today’s busy schedules, it can be difficult for fathers to create
meaningful memories with their girls. 88 Great Daddy-Daughter
Dates provides dads with a wide variety of fun ideas for spending quality
time with their daughters. Each date tells dads what supplies to grab,
where to go, and how to grow together while having a blast and making
great memories. Included for each date are Scriptures and questions to get
the conversation flowing. From bird-watching and making paper airplanes
to bowling and photo scavenger hunts, there’s something for every dad and
every little girl ages 6–12.
This updated edition of 88 Great Daddy-Daughter Dates also includes
conversation starters and a list of date ideas for teen daughters.

88 Great Daddy-Daughter
Dates, updated ed.
Rob and Joanna Teigen
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Rob Teigen has been a
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(under the pseudonym Rob
Elliott). He and his wife, Joanna
Teigen, have five children. They
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Beautiful Devotional from a Beloved Writer
yy Thought-provoking readings on learning how
to listen to God with love, trust, and obedience
yy Scripture will provide direction and strength
in each of the more than 200 daily passages
yy Elliot was the bestselling author of Passion and
Purity and Through Gates of Splendor

L

ife offers us a series of trials and hardships, and how we react to these
tribulations depends on what we take into them. When we face trials
with anxiety, fear, or bitterness, we will find that they only change us for
the worse. But when we carry along God’s promises of provision, protection, and peace, our life’s trials can change us for the better.
In Guided by God’s Promises, beloved writer Elisabeth Elliot shows readers how to gird themselves with the comfort and assurance of God’s love
and promises as they enter the conflict. With God at our side, she says, we
can weather all of life’s storms with faith and soul intact.

Guided by God’s Promises
Elisabeth Elliot
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Proven Exercises for Building a
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Exchange Your Stress
for the Gift of Peace
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hile there are a variety of coping techniques when it comes to
stress—sleep more, eat better, avoid this, seek that out—the true
remedy is prayer. In this inspiring book, Linda Evans Shepherd shows readers how to recognize God’s continual presence and yield their troubles to
the Prince of Peace. Through captivating stories, explorations of fascinating
biblical characters, and examples of deeper-than-ever prayers, she brings
within readers’ grasp the peace that passes understanding. Anyone who
is overwhelmed by all of the urgent demands on their time will find in this
book a lifeline to true peace.

rain Builders helps readers tap into more of their brain’s potential
through the mental exercise of vocabulary building and memorization.
With the exercises in this book, readers can improve test scores, increase IQ,
memorize more information, communicate more effectively, and excel in work
and interactions with other people. The book also reveals eight time-proven
memory techniques, encourages Scripture memorization, and offers insights
into language that will open new doors for any reader.

Brain Builders
Frank Minirth, MD
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the author or coauthor of several books,
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Mind. For more information, visit www.
minirthclinic.com.
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Born without Legs, She Inspires
Others to Overcome
NOW IN
PAPER

yy Dynamic author with a growing platform
travels, speaks, and performs in large venues
and events
yy Bestselling product category with a strong
endorsement from Nick Vujicic
yy This New York Times bestseller is now in paper

W

hen Jen Bricker was born without legs, her shocked biological
parents were uncertain they could care for her and gave her up
for adoption. In her loving adoptive home, there was just one simple rule:
“Never say ‘can’t.’” And pretty soon there was nothing this small but
mighty powerhouse set her sights on that she couldn’t conquer, including
roller-skating, volleyball, power tumbling, and spinning from silk fabric
thirty feet in the air.
Everything Is Possible is her incredible story—a story of God working
out his plan for her life from before day one. Let Jen show you what you
can accomplish when you remove the words coincidence and can’t from
your vocabulary.
Filled with heart and spirit, as well as Jen’s wit, wisdom, and no-holdsbarred honesty, this inspiring true story points the way to purpose and joy.
Foreword by Nick Vujicic.

Everything Is Possible
Jen Bricker with Sheryl Berk
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Jen Bricker is an author, aerialist, and motivational speaker. A state champion in power
tumbling, she has traveled internationally with Britney Spears’s Circus Tour and appeared
as a headliner at the prestigious Palazzo Hotel in Las Vegas, New York’s Lincoln Center,
the Shangri-La Hotel in Dubai, and the Nippon Budokan in Tokyo. She has been featured
on numerous news shows, including HBO’s Real Sports, ABC’s 20/20, Good Morning
America, and ESPN’s Versus. She is currently living in Los Angeles and has added a
successful international speaking career to her list of accomplishments, including a
TEDx talk and speeches in Abu Dhabi, Hong Kong, Malaysia, and elsewhere.
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Sheryl Berk is a New York Times bestselling author several times over. Soul Surfer,
her #1 bestseller with Bethany Hamilton, was made into a major motion picture.
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OCTOBER

You Can Impact Your
Health and Wellness

Bestseller Now in Spanish

NOW IN
PAPER

SPANISH
ED.

A
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Enciende tu cerebro

Think and Eat
Yourself Smart

ccording to researchers, many of the illnesses that plague us today are
a direct result of our thought life. What we think about truly affects us
both physically and emotionally. Supported by current scientific and medical
research, Dr. Caroline Leaf gives readers a prescription for better health
and wholeness through correct thinking patterns, declaring that we are not
victims of our biology. She shares with readers the “switch” in our brains that
enables us to live happier, healthier, more enjoyable lives where we achieve
our goals, maintain our weight, and even become more intelligent. She shows
us how to choose life, get our minds under control, and reap the benefits of a
detoxed thought life. Switch On Your Brain is now in Spanish.
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ur thoughts before, during, and after eating profoundly impact our food
choices, our digestive health, our brain health, and more. Yet most of us
give very little thought to our food beyond taste and basic nutritional content.
In this revolutionary book, Dr. Caroline Leaf shows us how to change the way
we think about food and put ourselves on the path toward health. Anyone
who is tired of traditional diet plans that don’t work, who struggles with emotional eating, or who simply isn’t satisfied with their level of health will find
in this book the key to discovering how they can begin developing a healthier
body, brain, and spirit. Now in paper.

Dr. Caroline Leaf
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Dr. Caroline Leaf is a communication
pathologist and audiologist who
has worked in the area of cognitive
neuroscience since 1985. She is a
prolific author and has been featured
on Enjoying Everyday Life with Joyce
Meyer, LIFE Today with James and
Betty Robison, Today with Marilyn and
Sarah, It’s Supernatural with Sid Roth,
and Doctor to Doctor. Dr. Leaf also
hosts The Dr. Leaf Show on TBN. She
lives in Dallas, Texas.
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EXCERPT
A war over political morality is
being fought in the United States
today. It is better understood as a
battle of religious visions, for law
is religion codified just as culture
is religion externalized. In this war,
religious conservatives have chosen
Donald Trump as their civil champion.
If he serves them well, their cause
may endure as a defining influence
upon the course of American history.
If he fails, if he gives in to his lesser
nature and betrays their vision, the
banner of religious conservatives may
be forced from the field of cultural
battle for a generation or more. These
are the stakes at risk, and this is how
much Americans of traditional religious
values have invested in Donald Trump.
This book is about that investment.
It is not primarily a biography or an
electoral history. It is instead about the
faith that has shaped Donald Trump,
about the religious factors that played a
role in his election, about what religious
conservatives have risked in supporting
Donald Trump, and about what religion
may mean in a Trump administration.
This book is also about a generation
of Americans at war with themselves
over the meaning of God to the American
experience. It is a war that continues
to tear the nation at its seams, as it has
for more than a generation, and that
threatens to permanently taint a young
generation on the rise. We will not see
this war concluded during the Trump
years, but we will see it redefined either
by the faith-based victories of the Trump
administration or by the embarrassment
of its failures and betrayals to the cause of
religion. Either way, the Trump presidency
could become among the most religiously
decisive in American history.
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How (and Why) Religious Conservatives
Picked Our Unlikely President
yy From the New York Times
bestselling author of The
Faith of George W. Bush and
The Faith of Barack Obama
yy Author appears regularly on
major broadcast outlets like
Hannity, CNN, Fox News, Dan
Rather Reports, and others
yy Explains the issues at
the heart of how Donald
Trump became president
with the help of religious
conservatives

T

he 2016 election of Donald J. Trump exposed a deep divide in American politics and
culture, one that pollsters and pundits didn’t seem to realize was there. But Trump did,
and he used it to his advantage in ways that surprised nearly everyone, even those who
voted for him. Perhaps the biggest question on many people’s minds is how, exactly, did a
crass, unrepentant reality TV star and cutthroat business tycoon secure the majority of the
religious conservative vote?
Now the New York Times bestselling author of The Faith of George W. Bush and The
Faith of Barack Obama turns his pen toward the Trump phenomenon. Through meticulous
research and personal interviews, Stephen Mansfield uncovers who Trump’s spiritual influences have been and explains why Christian conservatives were attracted to this unlikely
candidate. The book ends with a reflection on the vital role of prophetic distance, both
historically and now.

Choosing Donald Trump
Stephen Mansfield
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New York Times bestselling
author of The Faith of George
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Founder of The Mansfield
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ENDORSEMENTS
“Liberal secularist ideology rests
on a mistake and Nancy Pearcey, in
her terrific new book, puts her finger
right on it.”
—Robert P. George, Princeton
University
“A great book.”
—Ryan T. Anderson, The Heritage
Foundation
“Nancy Pearcey models on every
page how to understand secular
worldviews in order to engage them
effectively. Love Thy Body is a mustread book for every Christian.”
—Rosaria Butterfield, author, The
Secret Thoughts of an Unlikely Convert
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Answers to Today’s Cutting-Edge
Moral and Social Issues
yy Author is a bestselling
cultural commentator
and former agnostic who
speaks widely on Christian
worldview and its role in
the public square
yy Presents a fresh and original
approach to moral and social
issues related to life and
death (abortion, euthanasia,
assisted suicide) and sexuality
(homosexuality, transgenderism, postmodern sexual
theory)
yy Equips readers to make
a persuasive case that a
biblical ethic is actually
more appealing and lifeaffirming than competing
secular views

A

re transgender people discovering their authentic self? Is the hookup culture really
liberating? Does abortion lead to equality for women? Does homosexuality contradict
our biological sex?
In Love Thy Body, bestselling and award-winning author Nancy Pearcey takes on the hard
questions about life and sexuality. A two-time winner of the ECPA Gold Medallion Award,
Pearcey has been hailed by The Economist as “America’s preeminent evangelical Protestant
female intellectual.” In Love Thy Body she offers a respectful but riveting exposé of the
secular worldview that lies behind trendy slogans and political talking points. A former
agnostic, Pearcey is a sensitive guide to the secular ideas that shape current debates. She
empowers readers to intelligently and compassionately engage today’s most controversial
moral and social challenges.
In a surprise shattering of stereotypes, Pearcey demonstrates that while secularism
promises much, in reality it delivers little. She turns the tables on stereotypes that portray
Christianity as harsh and bigoted, and invites a fresh look at its holistic, life-affirming principles: it is a worldview that matches the real world and fits with human experience.
All along, Pearcey keeps readers entranced with gripping stories of real people wrestling with hard questions in their own lives—sharing their pain, their struggles, and their
triumphs.

Love Thy Body
Nancy Pearcey
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Nancy Pearcey is a bestselling, award-winning author
who serves as professor of
apologetics and scholar in
residence at Houston Baptist
University. She is also editor
at large of The Pearcey Report and a fellow at Discovery
Institute’s Center for Science
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include visiting scholar at Biola University’s Torrey
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EXCERPT
If you’re like most people who
set goals each year, you want your
life to count for something. My governing assumption is that you’re an
educated, high achiever who wants
to thrive personally, professionally,
relationally, intellectually, and spiritually. And that’s important because
when people like you reach their full
potential, our country is full of happy
marriages, kids have their moms and
dads at night, businesses have leaders worth admiring and emulating,
and you have the health and vitality
necessary to fuel your dreams. One
intentional choice at a time, you make
the world around you better.
Some say the best way to achieve
our goals is to focus on just one or two
for the year. But for me that’s leaving
too much on the table—probably for
you, too. Whether you’re an entrepreneur, executive, lawyer, salesperson,
designer, marketer, doctor, coach,
parent, spouse, or several of those
things, we’re discussing the stuff that
matters most, right? So why leave so
many ambitions unfulfilled? Instead of
scaling back, we just need a system
geared to work.
I’ve been studying personal development and professional achievement for
decades. More than studying, I’ve been
practicing both at home and at work.
As the former CEO of a $250 million
corporation and now the founder and CEO
of a high-growth leadership-development
firm, I utilize a proven goal-setting system
that incorporates safeguards for many of
the pitfalls and failings of typical goals
and resolutions.
Over the years, I’ve seen amazing
results in my own life and the lives of
countless people with whom I’ve shared
it. Today I lead thousands through this
process every year in one-on-one coaching,
group workshops, and a successful online
course. Not to mention the millions that
read my blog and stream my podcast. Your
Best Year Ever comes out of all that learning, living, and teaching. Based on decades
of practical experience and the best current
research on goal attainment and human
achievement, this program is designed to
help you find the clarity, develop the courage, and leverage the commitment you need
to win at work and succeed at life.
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A Simple, Proven Method to Quit-Proof
Your Goals and Live Your Dreams
yy Hyatt is a New York Times
bestselling author with
a far-reaching and active
following
yy Helps readers have their
best year ever using a
proven, streamlined system
for setting and achieving
their most important goals
yy Provides a new sciencebacked method for
goal setting that is fun,
empowering, and effective

W

e all want to live a life that matters. We all want to reach our full potential. But too
often we find ourselves overwhelmed by the day-to-day. Our big goals get pushed
to the back burner—and then, more often than not, they get forgotten. New York Times
bestselling author Michael Hyatt wants readers to know that it doesn’t have to be this way.
In fact, he thinks that this is the year readers can finally close the gap between reality and
their dreams.
In Your Best Year Ever, Hyatt shares a powerful, proven, research-driven system for
setting and achieving goals. Readers learn
• how to design their best year ever in just five hours
• three simple ways to triple the likelihood of achieving their goals
• how to quit-proof their goals
• what to do when they feel stuck
• and much more
Anyone who is tired of not seeing progress in their personal, intellectual, business, relationship, or financial goals will treasure the field-tested wisdom found in these pages.

Your Best Year Ever
Michael Hyatt

9 780801 075254

VITAL INFORMATION
Street Date: January 2, 2018
$24.99
978-0-8010-7525-4
hardcover
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 44
Category: BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Leadership
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Personal Success
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Success
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Michael Hyatt is the former
chairman and CEO of Thomas
Nelson Publishers, now part of
HarperCollins. He is a New York
Times, Wall Street Journal, and
USA Today bestselling author of
several books, including Living
Forward and Platform: Get
Noticed in a Noisy World. Michael’s blog is ranked by Google
in the top one-half percent of all blogs, with 500,000
unique visitors a month and readers in more than two
hundred countries. Michael has been married to his
wife, Gail, for thirty-nine years. They have five daughters, three sons-in-law, and eight grandchildren. They
live just outside of Nashville, Tennessee. Learn more
at MichaelHyatt.com.
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How Fit Is Your Church?
yy McIntosh is a nationally recognized and
respected author and speaker on issues of
church growth
yy Author is president and founder of McIntosh
Church Growth Network and has consulted
with over 1,200 churches in 58 denominations
yy Includes chapter by chapter “Plan of Action”
for churches at five stages of fitness

J

ust as a physically healthy person—at an ideal weight and with good
blood pressure and cholesterol numbers—might not actually be fit
enough to run a 5k, so churches can appear healthy—with no obvious
issues, maintaining a healthy size—and yet not exhibit fitness. A fit church
is one that is not satisfied with merely coasting along with no problems. A
fit church is actively making disciples, maturing in faith, developing strong
leaders, reaching out to the community, and more.
Building the Body offers pastors and church leaders twelve characteristics of fit churches and shows them how they can move their church
through five levels of fitness, from beginner all the way to elite—just as
an athlete, through training and practice, can become the top in his or her
class. Includes comparison charts at the end of each chapter so readers
can clearly see where their church currently falls and concluding “Complete the Progress Chart” so that they can see what their goals should be
for the future.

Building the Body
Gary L. McIntosh
and Phil Stevenson
9 780801 019623

VITAL INFORMATION

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Available: January 2
$15.99
978-0-8010-1962-3

ALSO AVAILABLE

Gary L. McIntosh (PhD, Fuller Theological Seminary)
is president of the Church Growth Network and professor of Christian ministry and leadership at Talbot
School of Theology. He is an internationally known
speaker and church consultant who has written 25
books, including Biblical Church Growth, Beyond
the First Visit, What Every Pastor Should Know, and
Growing God’s Church. He lives in California.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 56
Category: RELIGION / Christian Church / Growth
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Pastoral Resources
RELIGION / Christian Church / General
Rights: Worldwide

Growing God’s Church
978-0-8010-1645-5
There’s Hope for Your Church
978-0-8010-1406-2
What Every Pastor
Should Know
978-0-8010-1435-2

Phil Stevenson (DMin, Talbot School of Theology) serves as the district superintendent of The
Pacific-Southwest District of the Wesleyan Church.
A visiting professor at six universities and seminaries, he has an extensive background in coaching
denominational leaders, pastors, and church planters
on evangelism and church growth. He is the author of
six books and lives in California.
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Reading the Bible through Jewish Eyes
yy Popular speaker and writer on the Jewish background of Christianity helps readers experience
the Bible in its historic Jewish context
yy Combines warm personal anecdotes with
careful research, making this book an
excellent tool for personal and group study
yy Author’s previous books have sold more
than 200,000 copies

W

hat would it be like for modern readers to sit down beside Jesus
as he explained the Bible to them? What life-changing insights
might emerge from such a transformative encounter?
Lois Tverberg knows the treasures that await readers willing to learn how
to read the Bible through Jewish eyes. By helping them understand the Bible
as Jesus and his first-century listeners would have, she bridges the gaps of
time and culture in order to open the Bible to readers today.
Combining careful research with engaging prose, Tverberg leads us on
a journey back in time to shed light on how this Middle Eastern people
approached life, God, and each other. She explains age-old imagery that
we often misinterpret, allowing us to approach God and the stories and
teachings of Scripture with new eyes. By helping readers grasp the perspective of its original audience, she equips them to read the Bible in ways
that will enrich their lives and deepen their understanding.

Reading the Bible
with Rabbi Jesus
Lois Tverberg
9 780801 017155

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 2
$21.99
978-0-8010-1715-5
hardcover
5½ x 8½
288 pages
Case Quantity: 36
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Old Testament
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lois Tverberg has been
speaking and writing about the
Jewish background of Christianity for the past 20 years.
Her passion is to translate the
Bible’s ancient setting into
fresh insights that deepen and
strengthen Christian faith. She
is cofounder of the En-Gedi
Resource Center, an educational ministry with a goal of deepening Christian
understanding of the Bible in its original context. A
former professor, Tverberg currently lives in Holland,
Michigan, and speaks at churches, conferences, and
retreats. Learn more at www.ourrabbijesus.com.
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Can a Person Choose to Have Faith?
yy Respected theologian and pastor tackles
the perennial question of whether a person
contributes anything to his or her own salvation

REPACK

yy Provides a thorough explanation and historical
survey of views on original sin, human free will,
and the work of the Holy Spirit in faith
yy R. C. Sproul’s books have sold more than half a
million copies

W

hat does an individual contribute to his or her own salvation? Does
God wait on the doorsteps of our hearts, quietly hoping to be let
in when we decide to open the door? Or does he call us and pursue us in
a way we can’t resist? The debate between the irresistible call of God and
a human being’s free will has raged for centuries. So what is the answer?
And why does it matter?
In Willing to Believe, R. C. Sproul uncovers issues that provoked the
Reformation and revived the controversy between Pelagius and Augustine.
He carefully explores the relationship between original sin and human free
will, clarifies misconceptions about the work of God in a believer’s liberation from sin, illuminates the work of the Holy Spirit in salvation, and offers
compelling reasons to believe the work of salvation is in God’s hands.

Willing to Believe
R. C. Sproul

9 780801 075834

VITAL INFORMATION

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Available: January 2
$17.99
978-0-8010-7583-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
240 pages
Case Quantity: 48
Category: RELIGION / Christian Theology / General
RELIGION / Christianity / History
PHILOSOPHY / Free Will & Determinism
Rights: Worldwide

ALSO AVAILABLE

R. C. Sproul has served the
church as a seminary professor,
pastor, and author of more than
one hundred books. He is the
founder and chairman of Ligonier
Ministries and the chancellor
of Reformation Bible College,
and his teaching can be heard
daily on the program Renewing
Your Mind. Dr. Sproul is also
executive editor of Tabletalk magazine and general
editor of the Reformation Study Bible.
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Enjoying God
978-0-8010-7548-3
Faith Alone
978-0-8010-1949-4
Getting the Gospel Right
978-0-8010-1969-2
The Last Days according
to Jesus
978-0-8010-1858-9
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Uncovering God’s Glory
in the Most Unexpected Places
yy Shows that while the world worships beauty,
power, and wealth, God’s glory is found in the
simple, humble, and commonplace
yy Contemplative, thought-provoking writing
style reaches the hearts of young believers
yy An award-winning author with a growing
audience, Bird has also been a pastor and a
professor

M

ost of us are regular people who have good days and bad days. Our
lives are radically ordinary and unexciting. That means they’re the
kind of lives God gets excited about. While the world worships beauty and
power and wealth, God hides his glory in the simple, the mundane, the
foolish, working in unawesome people, things, and places.
In our day of celebrity worship and online posturing, this is a refreshing, even transformative way of understanding God and our place in his
creation. It urges us to treasure a life of simplicity, to love those whom
the world passes by, to work for God’s glory rather than our own. And it
demonstrates that God has always been the Lord of the cross—a Savior
who hides his grace in unattractive, inglorious places.
Your God Is Too Glorious reminds readers that while a quiet life may
look unimpressive to the world, it’s the regular, everyday people that God
tends to use to do his most important work.

Your God Is Too Glorious
Chad Bird

9 780801 075667

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 2
$15.99
978-0-8010-7566-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
240 pages
Case Quantity: 48
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Chad Bird has served as
a pastor in the Lutheran
Church—Missouri Synod, as
assistant professor of Hebrew
and exegetical theology at
Concordia Theological Seminary
in Ft. Wayne, Indiana, and as a
guest lecturer at Lutheran Theological Seminary in Novosibirsk,
Siberia. He has contributed articles to the Lutheran Witness, Gottesdienst, Concordia
Journal, Concordia Theological Quarterly, Modern
Reformation, Concordia Pulpit Resources, Logia,
Higher Things, and The Federalist. He is the author
of The Infant Priest, Christ Alone, and Night Driving.
In addition to hosting chadbird.com, he is a regular
contributor to christholdfast.org and 1517legacy.com.
He lives in Texas.
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What Happens When the Cross Is at
the Center of Life and Ministry?

Jesus’s Final Words to His Disciples

REPACK

REPACK

I

I

The Farewell Discourse
and Final Prayer of Jesus

The Cross and Christian Ministry

n this study D. A. Carson illuminates Jesus’s message to his disciples after
the Last Supper, in which Jesus proclaims the coming of the Holy Spirit and
prays for himself, his followers, and the world. D. A. Carson clearly explains
what Jesus taught his disciples the night before his crucifixion. This exposition of John 14–17 helps students of the Bible appreciate Jesus’s teaching
on the coming and the work of the Holy Spirit, his high priestly prayer, and his
commandment to love one another.

n this exposition of 1 Corinthians, D. A. Carson presents a comprehensive
view of what the death of Christ means in preaching and ministering to
God’s people. He explains the key biblical principles for dynamic, crosscentered ministry and how to put the cross at the center of Christian life.

D. A. Carson

D. A. Carson
9 780801 075919

9 780801 075902

VITAL INFORMATION

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Available: January 2
$16.99
978-0-8010-7590-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
240 pages
Case Quantity: 48
Category: RELIGION / Christian Theology / General
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Jesus, the
Gospels & Acts
RELIGION / Prayer
Rights: Not to the EU (Paternoster)

VITAL INFORMATION

D. A. Carson (PhD, University of
Cambridge) is research professor of
New Testament at Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School in Deerfield, Illinois, and
is the author or editor of more than fifty
books, including The God Who Is There
and How Long, O Lord? He is one of the
founders of The Gospel Coalition and an
active guest lecturer in academic and
church settings around the world.
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$12.99
978-0-8010-7591-9

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

D. A. Carson (PhD, University of
Cambridge) is research professor of
New Testament at Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School in Deerfield, Illinois, and
trade paper
is the author or editor of more than fifty
5½ x 8½
books, including The God Who Is There
176 pages
and How Long, O Lord? He is one of the
Case Quantity: 72
founders of The Gospel Coalition and an
Category: RELIGION / Christian Theology / active guest lecturer in academic and
General
church settings around the world.
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Pastoral
Resources
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New
Testament
Rights: Not to the EU (IVP)
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Heart-Wrenching Memoir of a Father’s Fight
to Save His Son from Opioid Addiction
yy Compelling true story of a father’s fight to
save a son from his harrowing addiction to
Oxycontin, heroin, and other painkillers
yy 33,000 people died of Opioid overdose in the
United States in 2015 alone
yy In trying to help his son, Van Warner discovers
the deceptive pharmaceutical marketing and
lobbying that helped create the opioid pain
pill epidemic

W

hen Rick Van Warner found himself searching abandoned buildings and dangerous streets looking for his missing son, he had
no idea that the synthetic, pill-form heroin that had snared his teen was
already killing so many. In the years of pain and heartache that followed as
he tried to save his son from opioid addiction, Van Warner discovered what
the American public is just now becoming aware of: opioids prescribed
for even minor pain relief are so addictive that even a few days of use can
create dependency.
On Pills and Needles is a memoir that also serves as a wake-up call and
crash course in opioid addiction. Through his harrowing personal story,
Van Warner exposes the common causes of opioid addiction, effective and
ineffective ways it has been treated, and how families can walk alongside
loved ones who are dealing with the daily realities of addiction.

On Pills and Needles
Rick Van Warner

9 780801 075353

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 16
$16.99
978-0-8010-7535-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
272 pages
Case Quantity: 44
Category: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Personal
Memoirs
RELIGION / Inspirational
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rick Van Warner is a 30-year
veteran of journalism, crisis
management, and media relations. Rick was compelled to
share his personal story to help
other families after recognizing
the endemic nature of the current opioid addiction epidemic.
A former social worker who
counseled at-risk youth, Rick
lives in Winter Park, Florida, with his family.
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Reject the Traps of Perfectionism
and Be Set Free
yy Addresses a struggle common to many
women who want to accomplish it all and
be it all . . . perfectly
yy Hyland offers a powerful manifesto that will
empower women to let go of the need to have
it all together
yy Helping the reader identify her fears, Hyland
shows how God’s grace can set her free

W

omen are bombarded with ideas of perfection—and tips for how
to achieve it—every day. From her work to her looks to her parenting, today’s modern woman is expected to strive to be picture perfect
in every way. As a result, calls for authenticity and imperfection are on the
rise. Yet, deep down, most of us still want to achieve perfection. Why?
The desire to be perfect, says Kim Hyland, is actually a God-given
urge. After all, we were made for Eden. But there is a difference between
perfection and perfectionism, which is our attempt to achieve perfection
on our own, by our own strength, and for our own purposes—the original
temptation in the Garden. In this freeing book, Hyland offers women a
stirring manifesto for acknowledging their limitations and embracing the
perfection of God through his grace. This is a book for every woman who
gives 110% and yet feels shame when one little thing goes wrong.

An Imperfect Woman
Kim Hyland

9 780801 075162

VITAL INFORMATION

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Available: February 6
$14.99
978-0-8010-7516-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 60
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Women’s Issues
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
Rights: Worldwide

Kim Hyland is a writer, a
speaker, and the founder
and host of Winsome, an
annual retreat for women
that celebrates authenticity,
diversity, and truth. She also
speaks at national retreats
and conferences, where she
encourages women by sharing
her imperfect path and God’s
perfect plans. Originally from the DC metro area, she
now lives with her family on a mountain overlooking
the Shenandoah Valley in Virginia. Connect with Kim
at WinsomeLiving.com.
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Professional Ballerina Inspires Women to
Keep Dreaming Big Dreams with God
yy Marr weaves together her life as wife, mother,
woman, and professional ballerina to encourage women in all walks of life
yy Illuminates how God’s dreams for us are better
than the plans we make for ourselves
yy Marr is a frequent speaker and a contributing
writer to Crosswalk.com, ChristianParenting.org,
and Lifeway’s Journey Magazine

W

e all have goals and dreams for our lives, desires that God has
planted in our hearts. But sometimes it’s hard to know just what to
do with them. We’re too busy or too distracted to work toward them with
purpose. And even when we do find the time, we can be paralyzed by others’ success and even by our own guilt over focusing on ourselves for once.
But as Sarah Beth Marr reminds us, we are not dreaming alone. If
God has placed desires in our hearts, we can be sure that he will come
alongside us as we work toward realizing them. Using her own story as a
catalyst, Marr encourages women to surrender their plans to God, to stay
in tempo with his Spirit, and to step into a deeper relationship with Christ.
When they do, she says, they will be able to step confidently into the
future, knowing that their dreams and God’s desires are aligned in perfect
harmony.

Dreaming with God
Sarah Beth Marr

9 780801 072994

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 6
$14.99
978-0-8010-7299-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 60
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Women’s Issues
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sarah Beth Marr danced
professionally for over fifteen
years as a ballerina and now
encourages women in the
dance of life and faith through
her writing. Sarah also speaks
at women’s events and MOPS
events in Texas. She is a contributing writer for Crosswalk.
com, Christianparenting.org,
and Lifeway’s Journey Magazine. She and her husband, Brian, have three sons and live in Dallas, Texas.
Learn more at www.sarahbethmarr.com.
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Helping Girls Discover Spiritual Truths
and Develop Strong Christian Character
yy Helps girls ages 8–12 apply
Scripture to their lives to
become women of true
Christian character
yy The features include a table
of weights and measures,
Bible promises, miracles
of Jesus, major parables of
Jesus, application index,
dictionary/concordance,
reading plans, and full-color
maps
yy Now available in the
Christian Standard Bible
translation
yy From respected Christian
educator and Bible
developer Dr. Larry Richards

N

ow girls can discover God’s special plan for them to become women of true Christian
character in these unique study Bibles designed just for them. The CSB Study Bible
for Girls includes these features specially designed for the unique needs and interests girls
ages 8 to 12:
• Book introductions. Descriptive features that highlight the contents of each book of the
Bible.
• Good Morning, God. Brief devotionals that encourage girls to read, think, and pray
about their personal lives and relationships.
• Genuine Heroines. Biographical sketches of women girls can admire and emulate.
• Women’s World. Details what life was like for a woman in Bible times.
• Be All You Can Be. Challenges girls to act appropriately, make right decisions, and
choose worthwhile values.
• Drawings, illustrations, and maps. Supplements to assist understanding of the Bible in
proper context.
Alongside the Christian Standard Bible translation, these features help girls discover a
healthy and godly personal identity, guiding them past culture’s deceptive stereotypes and
into sound and successful relationships with God and others.

CSB Study Bible for Girls
Larry Richards, general editor

9 780764 219 6 41

9 780801 073 7 48 9 780801 073885 9 780801 073915 9 780801 074 0 73

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 6
trade paper
$24.99
978-0-8010-7374-8
hardcover
$29.99
978-0-8010-7388-5

Pewter/Pink,
Paisley Design
LeatherTouch
$39.99
978-0-8010-7391-5

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Larry Richards (1931–2016) held a BA in philosophy
from the University of Michigan, a ThM in Christian
education from Dallas Theological Seminary, and
a PhD in religious education and social psychology
from Garrett Biblical Seminary and Northwestern
University jointly. He taught in the Wheaton College
Graduate School, served as a minister of Christian
education, and wrote more than 200 books.

Hot Pink,
Paisley Design
LeatherTouch
$39.99
978-0-8010-7407-3

5 3/8 x 8¼
1,664 pages
Case Quantity: 16
Category: BIBLES / Christian Standard Bible / Children
Rights: Worldwide
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Helping Boys Discover Spiritual Truths
and Develop Strong Christian Character
yy Helps boys ages 8–12 apply
Scripture to their lives to
become men of true
Christian character
yy The features include a table
of weights and measures,
Bible promises, miracles of
Jesus, major parables of Jesus, application index, dictionary/concordance, reading
plans, and full-color maps
yy Now available in the Christian
Standard Bible translation
yy From respected Christian
educator and Bible developer
Dr. Larry Richards

N

ow boys can discover God’s special plan for them to become men of true Christian
character in these unique study Bibles designed just for them. The CSB Study Bible for
Boys includes these features specially designed for the unique needs and interests boys
ages 8 to 12:
• Book introductions. Descriptive features that highlight the contents of each book of the
Bible.
• Good Morning, God. Brief devotionals that encourage boys to read, think, and pray
about their personal lives and relationships.
• Genuine Heroes. Biographical sketches of men boys can admire and emulate.
• Men’s World. Details what life was like for a man in Bible times.
• Be All You Can Be. Challenges boys to act appropriately, make right decisions, and
choose worthwhile values.
• Drawings, illustrations, and maps. Supplements to assist understanding of the Bible in
proper context.
Alongside the Christian Standard Bible translation, these features help boys discover a
healthy and godly personal identity, guiding them past culture’s deceptive stereotypes and
into sound and successful relationships with God and others.

CSB Study Bible for Boys
Larry Richards, general editor

9 780801 073267 9 780801 073434 9 780801 073571 9 780801 073 6 01

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 6
trade paper
$24.99
978-0-8010-7326-7
hardcover
$29.99
978-0-8010-7343-4

Brown, Wood Design
LeatherTouch
$39.99
978-0-8010-7357-1
Charcoal/Orange,
Wood Design
LeatherTouch
$39.99
978-0-8010-7360-1

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Larry Richards (1931–2016) held a BA in philosophy
from the University of Michigan, a ThM in Christian
education from Dallas Theological Seminary, and
a PhD in religious education and social psychology
from Garrett Biblical Seminary and Northwestern
University jointly. He taught in the Wheaton College
Graduate School, served as a minister of Christian
education, and wrote more than 200 books.

5 3/8 x 8¼
1,664 pages
Case Quantity: 16
Category: BIBLES / Christian Standard Bible / Children
Rights: Worldwide
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Delightful New Series Introduces Children
Ages 3–7 to Beloved Bible Stories
yy First four in a new series of
picture books for children
ages 3–7
yy Stories feature rhyming text
perfect for reading aloud
and vibrant illustrations that
bring each scene to life
yy Retells beloved Old
Testament stories in a way
that allows kids to see
themselves in their youthful,
determined characters
yy Author will use his platform
to promote the series

G

od created us to enjoy and learn from stories, even from a young age. The new Creator’s
Toy Chest series brings beloved Bible stories to life for young children with vivid illustrations, youthful characters, and rhyming text perfect for reading aloud.
Kids will be thrilled to read about the creation of the world in The Creator’s Toy Chest, the
faith of Noah in An Ark in the Dark, the courage of a young David in Big Shot Sling Shot, and
the integrity of Daniel in Dan for Dinner. The fun, memorable rhymes will draw readers in to
the world of the Creator’s Toy Chest and engage their God-shaped imagination. Illustrated by
James Koenig.

The Creator’s Toy Chest
An Ark in the Dark
Big Shot Sling Shot
Dan for Dinner
The Creator’s Toy Chest

Brett Blair

9 780801 017 1 86 9 780801 017 1 93 9 780801 017 2 23 9 780801 017 2 47

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 6
$8.99 each
The Creator’s Toy
Chest
978-0-8010-1718-6
An Ark in the Dark
978-0-8010-1719-3
Big Shot Sling Shot
978-0-8010-1722-3
Dan for Dinner
978-0-8010-1724-7

casebound
6 x 8½
36 pages
Case Quantity: 48
Category: JUVENILE
NONFICTION / Religion /
Bible Stories / Old
Testament
JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Religion / Bible Stories /
General
RELIGION / Christian
Ministry / Children
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Brett Blair served as a pastor
for thirteen years before turning
his attention to writing and
editing Sermons.com and
Pastor.com full time. A graduate
of Yale Divinity School, Brett
is the author of Children’s
Sermons A–Z and The Big
Influence of Small Things.
Brett lives in Florida with his
wife, Cyndi, and their three children.

MERCHANDISING
series shelf talker
978-0-8010-7763-0
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God’s Solution to Our
Broken Lives—and World
yy Solid, biblical content calls readers back to
the essence of their faith—love for God and
others
yy Author cohosts two popular podcasts with his
wife Karin: Love Works and Lead Like Jesus with
John Maxwell
yy Author’s messages have been downloaded
more than 1 million times in more than 150
countries

W

hat’s the biggest problem in our lives? The one that lies beneath
every other problem we have? Love is broken. The thing we want
to work the most is working the least—and there’s a ripple effect in
every area of our lives. Have you ever noticed that it doesn’t matter what
is working when love isn’t working? Success in other areas will never
compensate for failing at love.
In Love Works, pastor Chris Conlee shows how the four major commandments of Jesus—the Great Commandment, the Great Commission,
the New Commandment, and the Golden Rule—aren’t about intellectual
depth, they’re about relational depth. When our focus shifts from knowing
more to loving more, everything changes for us and for those we love. With
powerful real-life examples, Conlee shows that only love covers a multitude of sins, only love never fails, and only love works. Anyone looking for
a positive way to impact their relationships and their world will cherish
this hope-filled and inspiring book.

Love Works
Chris Conlee
9 780801 075544
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Chris Conlee is lead pastor at
Highpoint Church in Memphis, Tennessee, a church he
founded on the principle that
love works and which averages
more than 4,000 people on any
given Sunday. More than half
of the people in Highpoint’s
congregation are new believers,
and the church messages have
been downloaded more than 1 million times in more
than 150 countries. Named one of the Top 40 Under
40 by the Memphis Business Journal, Conlee is the
cofounder of Leadership Works. Learn more at www.
chrisconlee.net and www.highpointmemphis.com.
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How to Teach Christian Theology
yy 50 important doctrines are explained clearly
and succinctly
yy Author is professor of Christian theology at
The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
yy Excellent resource to teach people how to
apply doctrine to life

T

hose looking for a single resource that collects clear teachings on the
most important doctrines of Christianity need look no further than
Gregg Allison’s 50 Core Truths of the Christian Faith. This volume covers
foundational doctrines of the nature and works of God, the Bible, God’s
created beings, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, salvation, the church, and the end
times. And each chapter features clear guidance for how to teach and
apply the doctrine today.
Pastors, Sunday school teachers, and lay students of theology will find
this an indispensable resource for understanding and teaching Christian
theology.

50 Core Truths of the
Christian Faith
Gregg R. Allison
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Gregg R. Allison (PhD, Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School)
is professor of Christian theology at The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary. He is the
author of many books, including
The Baker Compact Dictionary
of Theological Terms, Historical
Theology: An Introduction
to Christian Doctrine, and
Sojourners and Strangers: The Doctrine of the Church.
He serves as secretary of the Evangelical Theological
Society and is a book review editor for the Journal of
the Evangelical Theological Society. Gregg is also a
pastor of Sojourn Community Church.
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EXCERPT
We’re obsessed with it. We’re
fixated on it. We’re entertained
by it. We believe we’re so deeply
all-informed about it. We boast in
the freedom we have to do what we
want with our bodies. We tally the
number of partners we’ve had. We’re
convinced it’s necessary in a normal
dating relationship. We’re numb to
the random hook-ups and one-night
stands. We want to experience it,
tease it, taste it, flaunt it, worship it.
But we’re not willing to talk about it.
While society twists, perverts,
cheapens, and idolizes it, we, the
church, are relatively silent about
sex. Awkwardly stumbling around it.
Running from it. Building desperate rule
lists of dos and don’ts. And, as a result,
allowing the sanctity of God to be stolen
by the insatiable lust of the lost.
Somewhere along the way we’ve
allowed ourselves to be drowned out of
the conversation. And in a halfhearted
attempt to stay relevant and relatable,
we’ve caved in to the narrative that
sex—the most prominent and overwhelming focus of our entire society—
isn’t for us to talk about.
Right?
Wrong.
It’s our responsibility to talk about it.
It is our calling, as the body of believers,
to share the good news of the Gospel of
Jesus Christ—and every version of the
Holy Scriptures I’ve ever read talks openly
and candidly about sex. It is a topic fiercely
close to God’s heart, a topic that flows
from the pages of His Word. A topic laced
with affirmation, with guidance, and with
reproof. God, after all, is the inventor of sex.
We were made, by him, as sexual beings.
So if it’s a topic fiercely close to his heart, it
must become a topic fiercely close to ours.
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Candid Conversations about Virginity,
Promiscuity, and Everything In-Between
yy From the New York Times
bestselling author of Wreck
My Life
yy Bold, relatable writing from
someone who experienced
struggles with pornography, false sex-pectations in
marriage, promiscuity, and
a lack of teaching from the
church about sex
yy Inspired by a blog series
that garnered nearly two
million views
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ex. In a world overwhelmingly obsessed with it, why is the church so silent about it?
While our secular culture twists, perverts, cheapens, and idolizes sex, there are gaping
holes in the church’s guidance of young people. The result is generations of sexually illiterate people drowning in the repercussions of overwhelming sin struggles.
Enough is enough, says Mo Isom. With raw vulnerability and a bold spirit, she shares
her own sexual testimony, opening up the conversation about misguided rule-following,
virginity, temptation, porn, promiscuity, false sex-pectations, sex in marriage, and more and
calling readers back to God’s original design for sex—a way to worship and glorify him.
This book is for the young person tangled up in an addiction to pornography, for the girlfriend feeling pressured to go further, for the “good girl” who followed the rules and saved
herself for marriage and then was confused and disappointed, for the married couple who
use sex as a bargaining tool, for every person who casually watches sex play out in TV and
movies and wonders why they’re dissatisfied with the real thing, and for every confused or
hurting person in-between.
Sex was God’s idea. It’s time we invited him back into the bedroom.

Sex, Jesus, and the
Conversations the
Church Forgot
Mo Isom

9 780801 019050
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mo Isom is the New York
Times bestselling author of
Wreck My Life. She maintains
a thriving, nationwide speaking
ministry and facilitates a
faith-centered blog (moisom.
com) that has garnered millions
of views to date. Isom is a
former All-American goalkeeper for the Louisiana State
University soccer team and holds the LSU all-time
goalkeeper record, as well as the #3 SEC all-time
shutout record. She trained with the US Women’s
National program, was honored as National Player
of the Week, has been featured in Sports Illustrated,
and has appeared on ESPN SportsCenter Top-10
Plays, Ellen, ESPN, CBS, The 700 Club, and countless
other platforms. She, her husband, Jeremiah Aiken,
and their two children live in Atlanta, Georgia.
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A to Z Guide to More Than
500 Terms and Topics

How Small Groups Work and Why
REVISED
AND
EXPANDED
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Activate, revised & expanded ed.

The Baker Compact Dictionary
of Biblical Studies

hurch leaders want to know how to make their small groups work. Drawing from the startling success of small groups at The Journey Church,
Nelson Searcy and Kerrick Thomas debunk the myths, set the record straight,
and show how church leaders can implement a healthy small group ministry
that gets the maximum number of people involved and solves many of the
important problems facing churches of all sizes. These practical strategies
will produce life-changing results.

hen it comes to the realm of biblical studies, students of the Bible are
often overwhelmed, both with the sheer volume of information and
with all of the unfamiliar terms, concepts, and topics. Like any other field of
study, the serious study of the Bible has developed a specialized vocabulary.
The key terms in this important field are defined in The Compact Dictionary
of Biblical Studies. It provides clear, concise, and accurate definitions to help
students of the Bible make sense of the specialized language of biblical studies.

Nelson Searcy and Kerrick Thomas

Tremper Longman III and Mark L. Strauss
9 780801 075872
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Nelson Searcy is the founding and lead
pastor of The Journey Church. He is the
author of more than 75 church growth
resources and 12 books, including The
Generosity Ladder, Maximize, Connect,
and Ignite. He is also the founder
of ChurchLeaderInsights.com and the
Renegade Pastors Network.
Kerrick Thomas is a teaching pastor
at The Journey Church and regularly coleads training events with Nelson Searcy.
Prior to his move to New York to plant The
Journey, he received a master of divinity
from Princeton Theological Seminary.
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Anticipating Spring in the
Dark Seasons of Life
yy Basing her writing on Ecclesiastes 3:11,
Hoover shows how God makes all thing
beautiful in time
yy Hoover helps readers see how God has
worked in the past so that they can trust
him with their present and their future
yy Author writes at GraceCoversMe.com
and contributes to DesiringGod.com
and FortheChurch.com
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he Bible says that God makes all things beautiful in their time, but
when we look around today we see a broken and marred world. Our
reality is so often the “not beautiful” that it’s hard to trust that God can
make our mess into something good. So how do we live with hope for a
future redemption of all things?
In Searching for Spring, Christine Hoover takes readers on a treasure
hunt for beauty in both familiar and unexpected places. Framed by the
changing seasons, this journey will heighten readers’ senses and awaken
their affections for the creator of it all. For all who are in the midst of
suffering, who find their faith withering, who are questioning whether God
is at work—or even present—as they wait for something in their lives to
become beautiful, this book will be a welcome reminder that God never
stops his redemptive work and that there is a time for everything under
heaven.

Searching for Spring
Christine Hoover
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Christine Hoover is a pastor’s
wife, mom, speaker, and the
author of From Good to Grace,
Messy Beautiful Friendship,
and The Church Planting Wife.
She has written for The Gospel
Coalition, Desiring God, and
Christianity Today. Blogging at
www.GraceCoversMe.com, she
enjoys helping women apply
the gift of God’s grace to their daily lives. She lives
in Virginia.
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EXCERPT
I will never forget the feeling of
relief when I cracked my eyes open
after surgery to see Selena standing
by my side. Just hours before, we
were crying and wondering if we’d
share another day. We wondered
if we’d get to raise children, make
more memories, or have the simplest
conversations again. Nothing was
guaranteed. Everything was at risk
and would be lost should I not wake
up again.
When I awoke, those fears
vanished in an instant with the good
news that I was still alive. That
moment has shaped our marriage in
the years since, and it has forever
changed the way we feel compelled to
love each other.
Not every couple has the opportunity (if you’d call it that) to have life’s
fragility come knocking at their door at
such an early stage. But it highlighted
for us what I think we all want to
sense in our relationships—that love is
precious, that our spouses are absolute
gifts, that life together is a blessing
beyond measure. When there was a
chance I could lose my life, I instantly
felt the possible grief of losing Selena
too. That one experience put the value
of love into stark focus for us. I think it’s
because we’re wired to need and cherish
real love. We all deeply desire to love
and be loved unconditionally and without
expiration. Yet that particular brand of
love has become harder and harder to
find.
Is love really something to be found,
like a buried treasure? One that if we
could just search far enough and dig deep
enough for, we might win as our reward?
Is love something that sticks by you even
when you might die? Do we need a neardeath experience to grasp its value?
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Popular Marriage Bloggers Offer Hope and
Help for Building a Christ-Centered Marriage
yy Helps readers dive into core
issues of marriage and understand the power of the
Gospel to turn challenges
into joys that last a lifetime
yy Offers young couples
in particular personal
and practical lessons for
applying biblical concepts
to improve their own
marriages
yy Authors have a large social
media following of over
437,000 followers, and their
website FierceMarriage.com
reaches over 200,000
readers a month
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yan and Selena Frederick were newlyweds when they landed in Switzerland to pursue
Selena’s dream of training horses. Neither of them knew at the time that Ryan was
living out a death sentence brought on by a worsening genetic heart defect. Soon it became
clear he needed major surgery that could either save his life—or result in his death on the
operating table. The young couple prepared for the worst.
When Ryan survived, they both realized that they still had a future together. But the near
loss changed the way they saw all that would lie ahead. They would live and love fiercely,
fighting for each other and for a Christ-centered marriage, every step of the way.
Fierce Marriage is their story, but more than that, it is a call for married couples to put
God first in their relationship, to measure everything they do and say to each other against
what Christ did for them, and to see marriage not just as a relationship they should try to
keep healthy but also as one worth fighting for in every situation. With the gospel as their
foundation, Ryan and Selena offer hope and practical help for common struggles in marriage, including communication problems, sexual frustration, financial stress, family tension,
screen-time disconnection, and unrealistic expectations.

Fierce Marriage
Ryan and Selena Frederick
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Ryan and Selena Frederick
created FierceMarriage.com in
2013 when they felt God calling
them to share, with brutal
transparency, the struggles he
had helped them overcome.
Since then, FierceMarriage.
com has grown into a thriving
online community with more
than 200,000 unique visitors
each month who generate more than 1,000,000
page views. Their social media presence is vibrant
and growing, with more than 437,000 active fans
and followers. Ryan also owns and manages emg, a
marketing and web development company specializing in book launch marketing and programming. Ryan
and Selena have two daughters and live in Tacoma,
Washington.
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What the Good News Means for Your Work,
Wages, Money, and Stuff
yy Brian Fikkert’s When Helping Hurts has sold
more than 400,000 copies
yy Offers formative stewardship practices that
will appeal to action-oriented readers
yy Provides a robust exploration of six economic
themes in Scripture
yy Includes action guides and study resources
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he church in the West is rediscovering the fact that God cares deeply
for the poor. More and more, churches and individual Christians are
looking for ways to practice economic discipleship, but it’s hard to make
progress when we are blind to our own entanglement in our culture’s
idolatrous economic beliefs and practices.
Practicing the Jesus Economy cuts through much confusion and invites
Christians to take their place within the biblical story of the “King Jesus
Economy.” Through eye-opening true stories of economic discipleship in action, and with a solid exploration of six key biblical themes, the authors offer
practical ways for God’s people to earn, invest, spend, compensate, save,
share, and give in ways that embody God’s love and provision for the world.
Foreword by Christopher J. H. Wright.

Practicing the
Jesus Economy
Michael Rhodes and Robby Holt with Brian Fikkert
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Michael Rhodes is the
director of community
development and an instructor
at the Memphis Center for
Urban Theological Studies,
where he heads up efforts
to equip urban pastors and
community development
practitioners with theologically
informed tools for community
transformation.

Brian Fikkert is the
founder and president of the
Chalmers Center for Economic
Development at Covenant
College, where he also serves
as a professor of economics
and community development.
He is the coauthor of several
books, including When Helping
Hurts and From Dependence
to Dignity.

Robby Holt is the senior
pastor at North Shore
Fellowship in Chattanooga,
Tennessee. He teaches theology
of work and New Testament
courses for the Chattanooga
Fellows Initiative.
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America at the Crossroads

Dream with Me

e live in a tumultuous time. Upheavals and reversals in culture, popular opinion, morality, race relations, socioeconomic status, and so
much more have entire generations feeling off balance or out of touch. How
do we keep pace with the breathtaking rate of change in our society when we
can hardly find time to keep up with our racing newsfeeds? And in the face
of such enormous cultural forces, is there anything we can do? Using original
research, bestselling author George Barna reveals the most significant trends
of our time, challenging Christians to shape culture rather than be victims of
it. Now in paper.

George Barna

trailblazer in the civil rights movement, John M. Perkins led voter
registration efforts in 1964, worked for school desegregation in 1967,
and was jailed and tortured in 1970. He is no less zealous today as he sees
a new generation of freedom fighters battling the same issues and the same
systems he has spent his life working to correct. Through his raw, personal
stories spanning from the civil rights era to today, Perkins shows us that,
though the fight is not over, there are many reasons to hope and to carry on
the good work he and his contemporaries began more than a generation ago.
He calls us to work for justice by living out God’s redemptive love in all of our
relationships. Now in paper.

John M. Perkins
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George Barna is the award-winning
author of more than 50 books, including
Revolution, The Power of Vision, and
The Frog in the Kettle. He is also founder
of Barna Group, a leading research firm
that specializes in faith-related surveys.
He currently leads the American Culture
& Faith Institute, which studies and
influences faith and politics, as well
as Metaformation, an organization
designed to help people maximize their
potential. He lives with his family on
the central California coast.
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Association, and founder and president
emeritus of the John and Vera Mae
Perkins Foundation for Reconciliation,
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(www.jvmpf.org). An internationally
known speaker and activist, he is the
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he Teach the Text Commentary Series utilizes the best of biblical scholarship to provide the information a pastor needs to communicate the text
effectively. The carefully selected preaching units and focused commentary
allow pastors to quickly grasp the big idea and key themes of each passage
of Scripture. Each unit of the commentary includes the big idea and key
themes of the passage and sections dedicated to understanding, teaching,
and illustrating the text.

he Teach the Text Commentary Series utilizes the best of biblical scholarship to
provide the information a pastor needs to communicate the text effectively.
The carefully selected preaching units and focused commentary allow pastors
to quickly grasp the big idea and key themes of each passage of Scripture. Each
unit of the commentary includes the big idea and key themes of the passage
and sections dedicated to understanding, teaching, and illustrating the text.
C. Marvin Pate’s volume on the book of Romans informs and inspires pastors to make Paul’s vital message to the Christians in Rome both understandable in its context and applicable to our lives today. Now in paper.

Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther
Teach the Text Commentary Series
Douglas J. E. Nykolaishen
and Andrew J. Schmutzer

Romans
Teach the Text Commentary Series
C. Marvin Pate
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International University) is professor
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wife, Ashley, live in West Chicago.
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Understanding and Managing Your Emotions
for More Effective Leadership
yy Presents a biblical leadership model of four
skills to be developed by Christian leaders
yy Includes a chapter-by-chapter reflection and
discussion questions, and EQ self-assessment
tests
yy Malphurs is a nationally recognized consultant
on church growth and leadership
yy Author’s previous books have sold more than
250,000 copies

T

here are many things that make up a great leader. The ability to
motivate, to see the big picture, to delegate. But perhaps just as important, if not more so, is the leader’s emotional intelligence (EQ). How we
feel impacts how we lead, and how those we lead feel about themselves
when they’re around us affects how well they follow our leadership. It
follows then that if we want to be the most effective leaders, we must be
emotionally mature.
In this practical book, church leadership expert Aubrey Malphurs shows
church and ministry leaders how to assess, understand, and improve both
their own EQ and that of their followers, so that they can inspire the very
best in their churches and organizations.

Developing Emotionally
Mature Leaders
Aubrey Malphurs
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How to Heal the Sick, Cast Out Demons,
Raise the Dead—and More!
yy “This book is a manual and training playbook
for the gifts of the Holy Spirit.” —from the
foreword by bestselling author Shawn Bolz
yy Dynamic teaching shows how to live the
words and promises of Jesus in daily life
yy Dawkins is a popular speaker, minister, and
media personality, traveling internationally
yearround
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he Bible says that if you belong to Jesus, you have the power to:
• heal the sick
• cast out demons
• bring deliverance to those trapped in spiritual darkness
• prophesy in his name
• call forth creative miracles
• receive supernatural words of wisdom and knowledge
• even raise the dead
So why do so many Christians live powerless lives? Why do they operate with so little faith?
Having gone through his own journey from doubt to belief, Chicagoland
pastor Robby Dawkins now ministers and speaks internationally, and
where he goes, miracles happen. In these pages he shares incredible
stories of God using ordinary people to do the impossible. And he shows
that, when you begin to have faith in the power of God, take him at his
Word, and understand his love for you, you will see his power released in
healings, financial blessings, and miracles of all kinds.

Do Greater Things
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Unique, Powerful Way All Believers
Can Experience Breakthrough
yy Foreword from bestselling author Heidi Baker
yy This Dove-nominated author is also creating
free online tutorials that give readers more
in-depth help
yy “Julie has an amazing ability to help people
understand how to sing God’s Word back to
him. The Word will come alive in a new way as
you do.”—Mike Bickle

I

n the Bible, Moses sang. Miriam sang. So did Deborah, David, Mary,
Paul, the angels, and so many more. The Israelites went to war singing;
they sang over victories and deaths, over happy moments and hard
moments. They knew something we’ve lost sight of: When we learn to sing
God’s words back to him, we align the deepest spaces of our hearts with
the deepest places of his—and we experience breakthrough. So why do
we relegate singing the Word to just worship teams?
Julie Meyer, a Dove-nominated artist and worship leader, has been
teaching all believers how to do just this. She shows that you don’t need to
know how to read music or even sing in tune. All you need is Scripture and
a willingness to engage God in song. As you do, you will see heartache
turn into hope, despair into destiny, fear into fearlessness. You stand on
the Word, pray it, and even memorize it. Now it’s time to sing it.

Singing the Scriptures
Julie Meyer
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Learn to Unleash the Supernatural through
Simple, Confident Praying
yy Foreword by bestselling author Suzanne Eller
yy Author is a popular blogger, conference
speaker, and founder of The Fives, an international prayer ministry with exponential
growth each year
yy “A real-life playbook for the real-life Christ
follower. Simple and magnificent, current and
timeless.”—Paige Henderson, cofounder,
Fellowship of the Sword Ministries

W

e long to see firsthand the power of God as displayed in the Bible.
Miracles, prophecy, dreams, healing—most of these tend to be
missing from our normal, safe, predictable faith. Yet we tend to view any
movement of God outside our own experience with mistrust and confusion.
But what if we’ve got “normal” all wrong?
In these pages is an invitation to a new way of living: embracing
God’s power through simple yet bold prayer. It’s for the night owl, the
caffeine-addicted, even the skeptic, beckoning all of us out of our comfort
zones with stories of spiritual breakthrough, mind-blowing miracles, and
physical healing. Here are the tools you need to work through your doubts,
open up to the miracles of God, and walk in the power of the Holy Spirit.
You will learn to hear God’s voice, trust his leading, and walk empowered by limitless prayer. It is time to see God transform your faith into a
thrill-seeking adventure.
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EXCERPT
There may be a moment that
changes everything about you and
your family for the rest of your
life—whether it’s a loss, a betrayal,
an addiction, or an infidelity. You may
even end up withholding your love
from those who need it most. But this
is not how God wants us to live. He
wants to give us a new beginning. A
new story. A fresh start. This is about
understanding biblical forgiveness
and reconciliation and establishing
healthy boundaries. It’s never wrong
to love. It’s never out of order to love.
You don’t compromise when you love.
You never lower your standards when
you love.
I know these are loaded truths for
some of you to read and digest, and I
will unpack what they mean throughout
this book. Love without limits is
not about codependence, irrational
thinking, or an invitation to be used as
a doormat or whipping post.
I get what it’s like to be hurt. I’m not
telling you to do something I haven’t
done myself—and I have made plenty
of mistakes along the way trying. I know
the temptation to not want to let go of
hurt or disappointment. In fact, in this
book, I invite you on a personal journey
into my own life. I’m going to share
glimpses of conflict and turmoil my family
experienced during a trying season.
Getting hurt is part of life. It’s
inevitable. But there’s more to this
truth. God did not intend for us to be the
walking wounded. He intended for us to
be healed, to be whole. And the only way
to be reconciled, healed, and whole is to
love like you’ve never been hurt.
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Powerful, Vulnerable Teaching from
New York Times Bestselling Author
yy Author’s broadcast airs both
nationally and around the
world on 16 international
networks
yy Franklin speaks internationally to over 60,000 annually,
has more than a million
active fans on social media,
and reaches a mailing database of over 500,000
yy Expansive marketing campaign includes broadcast
coverage, major media coverage, intense preorder and
social media campaigns,
and a speaking tour

T

he human heart was created with a great capacity to love. But along with that comes a
great capacity to feel pain. There is no denying that those who love us, who are closest
to us, can wound us the most profoundly. That kind of pain can be difficult, if not impossible,
to overcome. And it can feel even more impossible to continue loving in the face of it. Yet
that is exactly what we are called to do.
Sharing his own story of personal pain, pastor and New York Times bestselling author
Jentezen Franklin shows us how to find the strength, courage, and motivation to set aside
the hurt, see others as God sees them, and reach out in love. Through biblical and modernday stories, he discusses different types of relational disappointment and heartache, and
answers questions such as Why should I trust again? and How can I ever really forgive?
The walls we build around our hearts to cut us off from pain are the very walls that block
us from seeing hope, receiving healing, and feeling love. Here are the tools and inspiration
you need to tear down those walls, work through your wounds, repair damaged relationships, and learn to love like you’ve never been hurt.

Love Like You’ve Never
Been Hurt
Jentezen Franklin
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Foundational Teaching from a Charismatic
Healing Minister and a Catholic Scholar
yy From Randy Clark and Mary Healy, two
respected authors in their own spheres
yy A fascinating, cross-denominational look at
the gifts of the Spirit and why they are
imperative today
yy Dispels misconceptions, reveals the biblical
gifts, and shows how to activate them

I

nternational healing minister Randy Clark teams up with Mary Healy, a
respected Catholic scholar, to show not only that the gifts of the Spirit
still exist today, but that they are not optional; they are the necessary tools
God has given for both building his Church and spreading the Gospel.
With wisdom and practical insight, Clark and Healy walk you through
biblical texts, dispel misconceptions, and show that there is an endless
variety of gifts. They also show how the gifts are not just for a select few,
but distributed freely by the Holy Spirit among believers. After laying this
foundation, the authors reveal how you can activate the gifts in your own
life and use them to benefit others. In this hurting world, you can give people more than just a message—you can help usher them into an encounter
with God.

The Spiritual Gifts
Handbook
Randy Clark and Mary Healy
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Landmark Text Now Revised and
Updated for a New Generation
yy Over 250,000 copies sold over the book’s
lifetime
yy In-depth study guide included
yy Author is a bestselling author and internationally known prayer minister

P

ractical, personal, biblical, and motivational, this bestselling book has
been a go-to, definitive guide to intercessory prayer for years. Fully revised and updated, with an in-depth study guide, the fourth edition of this
classic text offers new and vital insights on prayer and spiritual warfare.
With compassion, strategic thinking, encouragement, and time-tested advice, international prayer leader Cindy Jacobs equips you to be an effective
prayer warrior, covering essential topics and answering questions such as:
• What is the purpose of intercession?
• How do you know someone needs your prayers?
• How do you pray?
• Do your prayers really battle the enemy and thwart his plans?
• What are the “gates” of the enemy?
• And more!
Whether you are a beginner or an expert intercessor, this training manual has everything you need to pray effectively—and possess the gates of
the enemy.

Possessing the Gates of
the Enemy, 4th ed.
Cindy Jacobs
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God’s Rest Is Always More
Effective Than Our Work
yy Provides hope for those suffering in a 24/7
nonstop culture
yy Connects Sabbath-keeping to earth-keeping,
among other pressing justice issues
yy Foreword by Matthew Sleeth

W

e live in a 24/7 culture of endless productivity, workaholism,
distraction, burnout, and anxiety—a way of life to which we’ve
sadly grown accustomed. This tired system of “life” ultimately destroys
our souls, our bodies, our relationships, our society, and the rest of God’s
creation. The whole world grows exhausted because humanity has have
forgotten to enter into God’s rest.
This book pioneers a creative path to an alternative way of existing.
Combining creative storytelling, pastoral sensitivity, practical insight, and
relevant academic research, Subversive Sabbath offers a unique invitation
to personal Sabbath-keeping that leads to fuller and more joyful lives. A. J.
Swoboda demonstrates that Sabbath is both a spiritual discipline and a
form of social justice, connects Sabbath-keeping to local communities, and
explains how God may actually do more when we do less. He shows that
the biblical practice of Sabbath-keeping is God’s plan for the restoration
and healing of all creation.

Subversive Sabbath
A. J. Swoboda
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Loving God and Serving Our Neighbors
through Social Media
yy Author is a nationally known writer and
speaker on media issues
yy Offers a thoughtful, biblical perspective on
selfies and social media
yy Encourages readers to see themselves as
God’s selfies

S

elfies are ubiquitous. They can be silly or serious, casual or curated.
Within moments, smart phone users can capture their image and post
it across multiple social media platforms to a global audience. But do we
truly understand the power of image in our image-saturated age? How can
we seek God and care for each other in digital spaces?
Craig Detweiler, a nationally known writer and speaker and an avid
social media user, examines the selfie phenomenon, placing selfies within
the long history of self-portraits in art, literature, and photography. He
shows how self-portraits change our perspective of ourselves and each
other in family dynamics, education, and discipleship. Challenging us to
push past unhealthy obsessions with beauty, wealth, and fame, Detweiler
helps us to develop a thoughtful, biblical perspective on selfies and social
media and to put ourselves in proper relation to God and each other. He
also explains the implications of social media for an emerging generation,
making this book a useful conversation starter in homes and churches.
Each chapter ends with discussion questions and a photo assignment for
creating a selfie in response to the chapter.

Selfies
Craig Detweiler
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How Christian Theology Helps Answer
What Makes a Life Worth Living
yy Volf is a world-renowned theologian, a leading public intellectual, and an award-winning
author
yy Provides a provocative new contribution to
public theology
yy Shows how theology can help us ask and answer the most pressing questions of our age

T

he question of what makes a life worth living is more vital now than
ever. In today’s pluralistic, post-secular world, universal values are
dismissed as mere matters of private opinion, and the question of what
constitutes a flourishing life—for ourselves, our neighbors, and the planet
as a whole—is neglected in our universities, our churches, and our culture
at large. Although we increasingly have the technology to do almost anything, we have little sense of what is truly worth accomplishing.
In this provocative new contribution to public theology, world-renowned
theologian Miroslav Volf (named “America’s New Public Intellectual” by
Scot McKnight on his Jesus Creed blog) and Matthew Croasmun explain
that the intellectual tools needed to rescue us from our present malaise
and meet our new cultural challenge are the tools of theology. A renewal
of theology is vital to help us articulate compelling visions of the good life,
find our way through the maze of contested questions of value, and answer
the fundamental question of what makes a life worth living.

For the Life of the World
Miroslav Volf and Matthew Croasmun
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New in the Brazos Theological
Commentary on the Bible
yy A leading pastoral theologian reads and interprets Scripture for today’s church
yy Offers a theological reading of Psalms 101–150
yy Provides guidance for reading the Bible under
the rule of faith

T

he Brazos Theological Commentary on the Bible encourages readers
to explore how the vital roots of the ancient Christian tradition inform
and shape faithfulness today. In this addition to the series, a well-known
pastoral theologian offers a theological reading of Psalms 101–150. As
with other volumes in the series, this commentary is designed to serve the
church—providing a rich resource for preachers, teachers, students, and
study groups—and to demonstrate the continuing intellectual and practical
viability of theological interpretation of the Bible.
Praise for the Series
“[This series] exists to provide an accessible authority so that the
preacher’s application will be a ready bandage for all the hurts of life. We
who serve in the pulpit want a commentary we can understand, and those
who hear us expect us to give them a usable word. The Brazos Commentary offers just the right level of light to make illuminating the word the joy
it was meant to be.”—Calvin Miller, author of A Hunger for the Holy

Psalms 101–150

Brazos Theological Commentary on the Bible

Jason Byassee
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Helping Christians Pursue
Truth in Love

A Concise, Theological Introduction
to the New Testament

A

T

All Things Hold Together in Christ

A Concise Guide to Reading
the New Testament

s Christians engage controversial cultural issues, we must remember that
“all things hold together in Christ” (Col. 1:17)—even when it comes to
science and faith. In this anthology, top Christian thinkers—including Robert
Barron, Timothy George, Stanley Hauerwas, Alasdair MacIntyre, Mark Noll,
and N. T. Wright—invite us to find resources for faithful, creative thinking in
the riches of the church’s theological heritage and its worship traditions.

he New Testament came together, and comes to us, not as a randomly
sorted set of individual books but as a definitely shaped and ordered
whole. This concise, theological introduction to the New Testament sheds
light on the interpretive significance of the canon’s structure and sequence
and articulates how the final shape of the canon is formative for Christian discipleship. Providing an essential overview often missing from New Testament
books and courses, this book will serve as an accessible supplement to any
New Testament or Bible introduction textbook.
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A 21st-Century Approach
to a Timeless Topic

“Insightful, provocative, and compelling.”

—Publishers Weekly 
NOW IN
PAPER

I

T

n our increasingly disenchanted age, can we still regard the Bible as God’s
Word? Why should we consider it trustworthy and dare to believe what it
says? Top Old Testament theologian R. W. L. Moberly sets forth his case for
regarding the Bible as unlike any other book by exploring the differences
between it and other ancient writings. He explains why it makes sense to
turn to the Bible with the expectation of finding ultimate truth in it, offering
a robust apology for faith in the God of the Bible that’s fully engaged with
critical scholarship and compatible with modern knowledge.

his major work by a widely respected Old Testament scholar and theologian unpacks a biblical perspective on fundamental questions of what it
means to be human. Now in paper.
Praise for Being Human in God’s World
“McConville draws insights from such diverse sources as philosopher
Charles Taylor, author Marilynne Robinson, poet Wendell Berry, and scholar
Phyllis Trible. . . . Insightful, provocative, and compelling, this book is itself a
work of literature to be savored.”—Publishers Weekly 

The Bible in a Disenchanted Age

Being Human in God’s World

Theological Explorations
for the Church Catholic

R. W. L. Moberly
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EDITION
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A

his comprehensive, up-to-date introduction to the Old Testament apocryphal books summarizes their context, message, and significance. The
first edition has been very well reviewed and widely adopted. It is the most
substantial introduction to the Apocrypha available and has become a standard authority on the topic. The second edition has been substantially revised
and updated throughout to reflect the latest scholarship. The book includes a
foreword by James H. Charlesworth.

n internationally respected scholar offers a biblical, historical, and
theological assessment of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, focusing on
the ecumenical and contextual experiences of the Spirit. This comprehensive
review of pneumatology in global perspective examines various theological
and denominational understandings of the Spirit, assesses key contemporary
theologians of the Spirit, and inquires into several contextual approaches. The
new edition has been substantially updated throughout to account for major
developments in theology over the past decade.

Introducing the Apocrypha, 2nd ed.

Pneumatology, 2nd ed.

David A. deSilva

Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen
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FEBRUARY
A Thorough Overview of Medieval
Biblical Interpretation

A Unique Entryway into
Calvin’s Life and Thought

T

his introductory guide, written by a leading expert in medieval theology
and church history, offers a thorough overview of medieval biblical
interpretation. After an opening chapter sketching the necessary background
in patristic exegesis (especially the hermeneutical teaching of Augustine),
the book progresses through the Middle Ages from the eighth to the fifteenth
centuries, examining all the major movements, developments, and historical
figures of the period. Rich in primary text engagement and comprehensive
in scope, it is the only current, compact introduction to the whole range of
medieval exegesis.

T

Introducing Medieval
Biblical Interpretation

Gary W. Jenkins

Ian Christopher Levy

his book offers a unique approach to Calvin by introducing the individuals
and groups who, through their opposition to Calvin’s theology and politics,
helped shape the reformer, his theology, and his historical and religious
legacy. Respected church historian Gary Jenkins shows how Calvin had to
defend or rethink his theology in light of his tormentors’ challenges, giving
readers a more nuanced view of Calvin’s life and thought. The book highlights
the central theological ideas of the Swiss Reformation and introduces figures
and movements often excluded from standard texts.

Calvin’s Tormentors
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MARCH
Shows How Paul Presents
Jesus as Divine

A Lively, Engaging Introduction
to the New Testament
SECOND
EDITION

F

T

The Divine Christ

Introducing the
New Testament, 2nd ed.

or the past century, scholars have debated when and how a divine Christology emerged. This book considers the earliest evidence we have, the
letters of Paul. David Capes, a veteran teacher and highly regarded scholar,
examines Paul’s letters to show how the apostle constructed his unique
portrait of Jesus as divine through a rereading of Israel’s Scriptures. This new
addition to the Acadia Studies in Bible and Theology series is ideal for use in
courses on Paul, Christology, biblical theology, and intertextuality.

his lively, engaging introduction to the New Testament is critical yet faith-friendly,
lavishly illustrated, and accompanied by a variety of pedagogical aids, including
sidebars, maps, tables, charts, diagrams, and suggestions for further reading. The
full-color interior features fine art from around the world that illustrates the New
Testament’s impact on history and culture. The first edition has been well received
(over 60,000 copies sold). This new edition features a redesigned interior, revisions
throughout the book, and extensive new online material for students and professors
available through Baker Academic’s Textbook eSources.

Acadia Studies in Bible and Theology

David B. Capes

Mark Allan Powell
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An Accessible Christian Introduction to
Dante and the Divine Comedy
yy Perfect for readers encountering the Divine
Comedy for the first time
yy Covers all the basic themes of Dante’s complex
work, such as sin, redemption, virtue, and vice
yy Helps readers appreciate the spiritual power
of Dante’s masterpiece

D

ante’s Divine Comedy is widely considered one of the most significant
works of literature ever written. It is renowned not only for its ability
to make truths known but also for its power to make them loved. It captures centuries of thought on sin, love, community, moral living, God’s work
in history, and God’s ineffable beauty. Like a Gothic cathedral, the beauty
of this great poem can be appreciated at first glance, but only with a guide
can its complexity and layers of meaning be fully comprehended.
This accessible introduction to Dante, which also serves as a primer
to the Divine Comedy, helps readers better appreciate and understand
Dante’s spiritual masterpiece. Jason Baxter, an expert on Dante, covers all
the basic themes of the Divine Comedy, such as sin, redemption, virtue,
and vice. The book contains a general introduction to Dante and a specific
introduction to each canticle (Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso), making it
especially well suited for classroom and homeschool use.

Dante’s Cathedral
Jason M. Baxter
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MARCH / APRIL
Christian Theology in
an Apocalyptic Key

The Apostles after the
New Testament

T

T

Militant Grace

Quest for the Historical Apostles

Philip G. Ziegler

W. Brian Shelton

he stories and contributions of the apostles provide an important entrée
into church history. This comprehensive historical and literary introduction
uncovers their lives and legacies, underscoring the apostles’ impact on the
growth of the early church. The author collects and distills the histories,
legends, symbols, and iconography of the original twelve and locates figures
such as Paul, Peter, and Judas in the broader context of the history of the
apostles. He also explores the continuing story of the gospel mission and the
twelve disciples beyond the New Testament.

his clear and comprehensive introduction to apocalyptic theology demonstrates the significance of apocalyptic readings of the New Testament for
systematic theology and highlights the ethical implications of the apocalyptic
turn in biblical and theological studies. Written by a leading theologian
and proponent of apocalyptic theology, this primer explores the impact of
important recent Pauline scholarship on contemporary theology and argues
for a renewed understanding of key Christian doctrines, including sin, grace,
revelation, redemption, and the Christian life.
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APRIL

Why Pastors Are in Poor Health and
What Can Be Done about It
yy Combines the expertise of a health psychology
researcher and a leading pastoral theologian
yy Interprets groundbreaking data for a broad
ecumenical readership
yy Shows that the clergy health crisis is a
concern for all North American pastors and
congregations

C

lergy suffer from certain health issues at a rate higher than the general
population. Why are pastors in such poor health? And what can be
done to help them step into the abundant life God desires for them?
Although anecdotal observations about poor clergy health abound,
concrete data from multiple sources supporting this claim hasn’t been
made accessible—until now. Duke’s Clergy Health Initiative (CHI), a major,
decade-long research project, provides a true picture of the clergy health
crisis over time and demonstrates that improving the health of pastors is
possible. Bringing together the best in social science and medical research,
this book quantifies the poor health of clergy with theological engagement.
Although the study focused on United Methodist ministers, the authors
interpret CHI’s groundbreaking data for a broad ecumenical readership. In
addition to physical health, the book examines mental health and spiritual
well-being, and suggests that increasing positive mental health may
prevent future physical and mental health problems for clergy. Concrete
suggestions tailored to clergy are woven throughout the book.

Faithful and Fractured
Rae Jean Proeschold-Bell and Jason Byassee
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How to Read Scripture for
Sermon Preparation

Wisdom to Help Preachers
Sharpen Their Craft

T

his book approaches preaching as a theological practice and a spiritual
discipline in a way that is engaging, straightforward, and highly usable for
busy preachers. Bringing to bear almost three decades of practical experience
in the pulpit and the classroom, Annette Brownlee explores six questions
to help preachers listen to Scripture, focus on what God does in the event
of the sermon, and move from interpretation to text as they prepare weekly
sermons. Each chapter contains theological reflections, guidelines for sermon
preparation, and numerous examples and illustrations. Sample sermons are
also included.

B

Preaching Jesus
Christ Today

The Worlds
of the Preacher

Annette Brownlee

uilding on Haddon Robinson’s philosophical approach to preaching, this
book brings together accomplished evangelical preachers and teachers
to help students and pastors understand the worlds—biblical, cultural, and
personal—that influence and impact their preaching. The contributors explore
the various inner and outer worlds in which a preacher functions with the
goal of helping preachers sharpen their craft. Foreword by Bryan Chapell.

Scott M. Gibson, editor
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Exegesis in Harmony with
the Great Tradition

Will Even the Devil Be Saved?

T

he rise of modernity, especially the European Enlightenment and its
aftermath, has negatively impacted the way we understand the nature
and interpretation of Christian Scripture. In this introduction to biblical
interpretation, Craig Carter evaluates the problems of post-Enlightenment
hermeneutics and offers an alternative approach: exegesis in harmony with
the Great Tradition. Carter argues for the validity of patristic christological
exegesis, showing that we must recover the Nicene theological tradition as
the context for contemporary exegesis, and seeks to root both the nature and
interpretation of Scripture firmly in trinitarian orthodoxy.

W

Interpreting Scripture
with the Great Tradition

The Devil’s Redemption,
2 vols.

Craig A. Carter

ill all evil finally turn to good, or does some evil remain stubbornly
opposed to God and God’s goodness? Will even the devil be redeemed?
Addressing a theological issue of perennial interest, this comprehensive
book surveys the history of Christian universalism from the second to the
twenty-first century and offers an interpretation of how and why universalist
belief arose. The author explores what the church has taught about universal
salvation and hell and critiques universalism from a biblical, philosophical,
and theological standpoint. He shows that the effort to extend grace to
everyone undermines the principle of grace for anyone.

Michael J. McClymond
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TOP SELLERS
SPIRIT-FILLED LIVING

THE HEALING BREAKTHROUGH
Randy Clark
978-0-8007-9783-6 • $14.99p

BE HEALED AND STAY HEALED
Ed Rocha
978-0-8007-9781-2 • $13.99p

DREAMS AND VISIONS, REV.
AND UPDATED ED.

THE VOICE OF GOD, REV. AND
UPDATED ED.

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO
HEALING

THE MAKING OF A PROPHET

SEEING THE VOICE OF GOD

HEAVY RAIN,
REV. AND UPDATED ED.

SCHOOL OF THE PROPHETS

THE ANOINTING OF HIS SPIRIT

THE FORGOTTEN WAYS,
2ND ED.

THE END OF PROTESTANTISM

PUBLIC FAITH IN ACTION

AMERICA’S ORIGINAL SIN

Jane Hamon
978-0-8007-9779-9 • $13.99p

Cindy Jacobs
978-0-8007-9687-7 • $14.99p

Laura Harris Smith
978-0-8007-9568-9 • $14.99p

Kris Vallotton
978-0-8007-9782-9 • $15.99p

Bill Johnson and Randy Clark
978-0-8007-9519-1 • $15.99p

Kris Vallotton
978-0-8007-9620-4 • $15.99p

Jennifer LeClaire
978-0-8007-9562-7 • $13.99p

Smith Wigglesworth; Wayne E. Warner,
comp. & ed.
978-0-8007-9756-0 • $15.99p

THOUGHTFUL TRADE

MEDIEVAL WISDOM FOR
MODERN CHRISTIANS

THE YEAR OF SMALL THINGS

YOU ARE WHAT YOU LOVE

BIBLICAL AUTHORITY AFTER
BABEL

Chris R. Armstrong
978-1-58743-378-8 • $19.99p

James K. A. Smith
978-1-58743-380-1 • $19.99c

GLITTERING VICES

Sarah Arthur and Erin F. Wasinger
978-1-58743-382-5 • $17.99p

Kevin J. Vanhoozer
978-1-58743-393-1 • $21.99c

Rebecca Konyndyk DeYoung
978-1-58743-232-3 • $17.99p

ADAM AND THE GENOME

Dennis R. Venema and Scot McKnight
978-1-58743-394-8 • $19.99p
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Alan Hirsch
978-1-58743-386-3 • $19.99p

Miroslav Volf and Ryan McAnnally-Linz
978-1-58743-384-9 • $21.99c

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

Peter J. Leithart
978-1-58743-377-1 • $21.99c

Jim Wallis
978-1-58743-400-6 • $17.99p

TOP SELLERS
ACADEMIC

ENCOUNTERING THE
OLD TESTAMENT, 3RD ED.
Bill T. Arnold and Bryan E. Beyer
978-0-8010-4953-8 • $49.99c

CHRIST-CENTERED
PREACHING, 2ND ED.

Bryan Chapell
978-0-8010-2798-7 • $29.99c

ELEMENTS OF BIBLICAL
EXEGESIS, REV. AND EXP. ED.
Michael J. Gorman
978-0-8010-4640-7 • $22.99p

TURNING POINTS, 3RD ED.
Mark A. Noll
978-0-8010-3996-6 • $24.99p

THE FAMILY, 4TH ED.

THE DRAMA OF SCRIPTURE,
2ND ED.

EXEGETICAL FALLACIES,
2ND ED.

PRAYING WITH PAUL, 2ND ED.

ENCOUNTERING THE
NEW TESTAMENT, 3RD ED.

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY, 3RD ED.

INTRODUCING CHRISTIAN
DOCTRINE, 3RD ED.

CHRISTIAN ETHICS, 2ND ED.

HEBREWS

THE MIND OF THE SPIRIT

THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW

INTRODUCING WORLD
MISSIONS, 2ND ED.

Jack O. Balswick and Judith K. Balswick
978-0-8010-4934-7 • $29.99p

Craig G. Bartholomew and Michael W.
Goheen
978-0-8010-4956-9 • $22.99p

Millard J. Erickson
978-0-8010-3643-9 • $49.99c

Walter A. Elwell and Robert W.
Yarbrough
978-0-8010-3964-5 • $49.99c

Mary Healy
978-0-8010-3603-3 • $21.99p

LET THE NATIONS BE GLAD!
3RD ED.
John Piper
978-0-8010-3641-5 • $19.99p
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Craig S. Keener
978-0-8010-9776-8 • $32.99c

INTRODUCING THE
NEW TESTAMENT

Mark Allan Powell
978-0-8010-2868-7 • $44.99c
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D. A. Carson
978-0-8010-2086-5 • $16.99p

Millard J. Erickson; L. Arnold Hustad, ed.
978-0-8010-4919-4 • $36.99c

Curtis Mitch and Edward Sri
978-0-8010-3602-6 • $22.99p

BIBLICAL PREACHING, 3RD ED.
Haddon W. Robinson
978-0-8010-4912-5 • $22.99c

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

D. A. Carson
978-0-8010-9710-2 • $17.99p

Norman L. Geisler
978-0-8010-3879-2 • $29.99p

A. Scott Moreau, Gary R. Corwin, and
Gary B. McGee
978-0-8010-4920-0 • $39.99c

DESIRING THE KINGDOM
James K. A. Smith
978-0-8010-3577-7 • $22.99p
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